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DAQ-2018-015926

Dear Mr. Clark:
Re:

Request for Evaluation of Compliance with Rule R307-401-9, UAC: Small Source Exemption
Project Fee Code: N15952-0001

On July 10, 2018, the Division of Air Quality (DAQ) received your request for a small source exemption
for Petroteq Oil Recovery, LLC (Petroteq) - Oil Sands Processing Plant. The source is located at NESW
Sec 31 T5S R22E, off Route 45, Uintah County. DAQ has determined the small source exemption
applies to the source, as long as the equipment and associated processes operate as specified in the
registration request and as summarized in Attachment A to this letter.
Petroteq shall provide documentation to confirm that actual emissions are maintained below the
thresholds in R307-401-9(1 ). Petroteq shall conduct sampling for the purposes of estimating emissions
from the post-process sand. The following sampling requirements shall apply:
•

•
•
•
•

Every three months, samples of the post-process sands shall be collected immediately after
processing, one week after being placed on the storage pile or mine floor, and two weeks after
being placed on the storage pile or mine floor.
Each sample shall be a composite of five discrete sub-samples. Each sub-sample shall consist of
equal volumes. The sub-samples shall be randomly collected within the area being sampled.
Samples from the stockpiles or mine floor shall be collected between O to 6 inches below surface.
Samples shall be analyzed for TPH-GRO and BTEXN using EPA Method 8260 and for TPHDRO using EPA Method 8015.
Samples shall be collected, preserved, and stored in accordance with EP A's published Solid
Waste Test Methods and with the laboratory recommendations.
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Sample results shall be used to estimate emissions from the post-process sand. Sample results and
calculated quantity of emissions shall be submitted to the Director within one month of each quarterly
sample event. DAQ shall cancel this small source exemption if Petroteq does not follow the sample
schedule outlined above. As per R301-401-9(2), if actual TPH-GRO, TPH-DRO, and BTEX emissions
exceed the threshold in R307-401-9( 1), Petroteq shall submit a notice of intent under R307-401-5 no later
than 180 days after the end of the calendar year in which the source exceeded the emission threshold.
Petroteq shall cease operations until an Approval Order is issued.
The small source exemption does not exempt a source from complying with other applicable federal,
state, and local regulations and the current Utah Administrative Code. Based on the emissions you
submitted to DAQ with your registration request, Petroteq Oil Recovery, LLC - Oil Sands Processing
Plant is not required to obtain an approval order under R307-401. If you change your operation such that
there is an increase in emissions, we recommend you notify us, as an approval order may be required.
As authorized by the Utah Legislature, the fee for issuing this small source exemption is a one-time filing
fee in addition to the actual time spent by the review engineer and all other staff on the project. Payment
should be sent to DAQ upon receipt of the invoice.
Thank you for registering your source with the DAQ. If you have any additional questions, please contact
Ms. Catherine Wyffels at (801) 536-4232.
Sincerely,
Bryce C. Bird
Director

~L.~
Jon L. Black, Manager
New Source Review Section
BCB :JLB:CW:sa
Attachments:

Attachment A - Operating Description and Assumptions & Emission Summary
Small S?urce Exemption Registration Request and attached forms
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Attachment A
Petroteq Oil Recovery, LLC - Oil Sands Processing Plant
Operating Description and Assumptions
Emissions Summary
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The purpose of this Attachment is to summarize and document the information that DAQ considered
when reviewing the request for a small source exemption. This document provides a summary of
operations and lists the assumptions and operating parameters that were included in the emission
estimates for Petroteq Oil Recovery, LLC - Oil Sands Processing Plant.
Description of Operation
The Oil Sands Processing Plant being constructed by Petroteq (formerly MCW Energy Group) in Vernal,
Utah. MCW Energy Group operated a pilot plant in Maeser, Utah during 2015 . The facility was
dismantled in 2017-2018. On July 1, 2016, DAQ issued MCW Energy Group a Small Source Exemption
(DAQE-ENl 54300002-16) for the pilot plant in Maeser. The pilot plant produced approximately 300
barrels of oil per day.

Petroteq is now constructing a full-scale plant next to the oil sands mine located at NE \4 SW \4 Sec 31
T5S R22E, off Route 45, Uintah County. This small source exemption is for the full scale operation of
this plant.
The Oil Sands Processing Plant will generate approximately 1000 barrels of oil per day. The extracted
bitumen will be diluted with a light hydrocarbon extraction solvent (sourced from natural gas
condensates) to aid flowability. The ratio of the final product will be approximately 80% bitumen and
20% solvent (volume%). The oil sands ore will be processed on site using a proprietary solvent based
extraction technology developed by Petroteq. This solvent is composed of multiple individual
components (multiple light hydrocarbons sourced from naturally occurring natural gas condensates and
alcohols) which, when combined in proper proportions, are capable of dissolving and recovering over
99% of the bitumen and heavy oils that are found in oil sands.
Below is a summary of the Oil Sands Processing Plant process:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

Oil sands are mined from the mine site adjacent to the Processing Plant.
Oil sands are brought to the processing area via haul trucks.
Oil sands ore is crushed to increase the surface area for more efficient oil extraction.
Crushed ore is transferred to feed bins using a conveyor belt.
Crushed ore is transferred from feed bins to the primary mixing vessels using feed augers.
Solvent is pumped into the primary mixing vessels and agitated. The extreme agitation separates
the heavy oil and bitumen from the sand grains, forming a sand/solvent/bitumen slurry.
The sand/solvent/bitumen slurry is transferred to high speed centrifuges where the bitumen/
solvent mixture is separated from the sands.
The sands are transferred to a drying auger, which has a separate external chamber that extends
the full length of the auger. Thermal oil is pumped through this chamber and the heat vaporizes
any residual solvent in the sand. Hydrocarbon vapors are collected via vacuum lines in the drying
auger and routed to the fin fan condensers, where vapors are condensed back to a liquid solvent.
The clean dry sand will be primarily used for mine reclamation.
Solvent/bitumen mixture is heated using thermal oil and pumped to the distillation column where
the light hydrocarbon and alcohol solvent is separated from the bitumen by distillation.
Hydrocarbon vapors are collected via vacuum lines and routed to the fin fan condensers, where
vapors are condensed back to a liquid solvent.
The final heavy oil is pumped into the onsite storage tanks and/or delivery trucks and shipped
offsite.
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Assumptions and Operating Parameters Affecting Emissions Estimates

Facility Description
• The facility will produce up to 1000 barrels of oil per day.
• All areas immediately surrounding the processing facility will be paved with low grade oil sands
ore.
• Watering and chemical dust suppressants will be used to control particulate emissions from both
paved and unpaved surfaces.
• Vapors from all storage tanks will be routed to a combustor with a 99% destruction efficiency.
Process Plant
• All hydrocarbon and solvent vapors from mixing, heating, and drying activities are collected via
vacuum lines and routed to the fin fan condensers, where vapors are condensed back to a liquid
solvent. Therefore, there are no VOC emissions from the processing plant, except from leaks
from manifolds, valves, etc.
Characteristics ofRaw Ore
• According to raw ore sample provided, 90%, of the oils in the ore are Cl5 and higher and 50%
are C28 and higher.
Post-Processed Sands
• Samples of post-processed sands show residual TPH-DRO and TPH-GRO concentrations. TPHDRO concentrations ranged between 272 to 1,120 mg/kg. TPH-GRO concentrations ranged
between 9.34 and 42 mg/kg. Fractionation data for TPH-GRO samples showed that the more
volatile hydrocarbons (C5 - C6) are non-detect and that the C7 and C8 aliphatic hydrocarbons are
lower in concentration than the heavier C9 and C 10 aliphatic hydrocarbons.
• Some of the light hydrocarbons from the post-processed sands will be vaporized when the sands
are dried. Vapors from the dryer will be collected via vacuum lines.
• Petroteq will adjust residence times of the sand in the drier to maximize the extraction of the light
hydrocarbons.
• Post-processed sands will be used for mine reclamation concurrent with mining and processing
activities. During initial operations, the sands will be stockpiled. Petroteq plans to begin
concurrent mine reclamation within six (6) months of full operations.
• Petroteq will use the post-processed sands as fill material for mine reclamation. The sands will
be covered with a layer of low permeability clay.
• The cap will be installed once every two (2) weeks. The cap installed over the post-processed
sands for mine reclamation will minimize emissions of residual TPH-DRO and TPH-GRO from
post-processed sands.
• For closure of the pit, a final cap will be installed consisting of a layer of low permeability clay
and a 40 mil HDPE flexible membrane liner.
Mining and Soil Handling Activities
• The bitumen in the oil sands acts as a binder and significantly reduces emissions from mining
activities.
• The layer of top soil over the oil sands is either really thin or nonexistent.
• Mining emissions were estimated using AP-42 Chapter 11.9 (Westem Surface Coal Mining) for
the following activities: blasting, loading overburden and subgrade ore (-3% bitumen), loading
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low grade ore (- 3-4% bitumen), loading feed grade ore (-5-13% bitumen), transporting
overburden to external dumps, bulldozer assist work.
•

•

•

•

Truck loading emissions from mining activities were estimated based on the equation in Table
11.9-1 of AP-42 Chapter 11.9. This equation calculates an emission factor for coal, which has
much higher potential for particulate emissions than oil sands. A correction factor was applied to
this equation to account for the binding properties of the naturally-occurring bitumen. This
correction factor was based on the difference between the emission factors for bulldozing coal
versus overburden.
Emissions from dumping overburden, subgrade ore, (- 3% bitumen), low grade ore (- 3-4%
bitumen), and feed grade ore (- 5-13% bitumen) were estimated using emissions in AP-42
Chapter 13, Table 13.2.4 (Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles). An 80% control efficiency
was used to account for the binding properties of the bitumen.
Emissions from the handling of post-process sands during mine reclamation were estimated using
AP-42 Chapter 13, Table 13.2.4 (Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles). A 70% control
efficiency was used to account for 0.5% moisture in the post-processed sands.
Emissions from crushing, screening, and conveying oil sand ore were estimated using AP-42
Chapter 11.19 .2. An 80% control efficiency was used to account for the binding properties of the
bitumen.
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Emission Summary
Emission Source
Hot Oil Heater

PMn

PM,,

5.76E-05

5.76E-05

NO,
3.74

co
2. 16

voe
l.44 E-04

SO,
0.02

CO,e
3.6

Leaks From Cleaning Activities

HAPs

Source

NA

Table 2 of Small Source Exemption Registration 1

2.75E-03

Table 3 of Small Source Exemption Registration 1

I Discharge Tank (500 bbl)

3.25E-02

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registration 1

2 Solvent Tanks (300-bbls each)

2.53E-02

Table 4 of Small Source Exempti on Registration 1

4 Recirculation Tanks (300-bbl s each)

3.81 E-03

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registrati on 1

I Final Product Tank (400 bbl)

8.00E-04

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registration 1

3 Final Product Tank (300 bbl)

I .80E-03

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Regi stration 1

7.20E-03
0. 10

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registration 1
Tables 6 & 7 of Sma ll Source Exemption Registra tion 1

Equipment Leaks

1.69

Table 9 of Small Source Exemption Registration 1

Post-Processed Sand Fugitive VOCs

1.74

Table 5 of VOC Emissions2

4 Overflow Tank (300 bbl)
Combu stor

0. 10

0.47

0.08

0.01

Table 6 of PM Emi ssions Estimates 3

9.SOE-03

2.SOE-03

Table 8 of PM Emissions Estimates3

Handling Post-Processed Sand

0.20

0.03

Table 8 of PM Emissions Estimates 3

Handling Overburden and Sub Grade, Low
Grade, and Feed Grade Ore

0.18

0.03

1.4

0.23

Material Handling
Haul Roads

Mining Activities

0,02
3.85
2.63
Total
1.87
0.30
3.60
Notes:
NA - Not available, emissions not estimated
I - Small Source Exemption Registration Supplemental Information submitted October I 0, 2018
2 - Supplement: Potential for VOC Emissions from the Post Processed Sands submitted October I 0, 2018
3 - Supplement: Potential for PM Emissions from All Operations submitted October I 0, 2018
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Tables I 0, 12, 14, 16 of PM Emi ssions Estimates 3
Tabl e 3 of PM Emissions Estimates 3

3.60

0.00
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UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

JUL 10 2018
Utah Division of Air Qualit~
SMALL SOURCE EXEMPTION REGIS

1

Businesses eligible for this exemption shall not: 1) emit more than 5 tons per year of each of the
following pollutants: sulfur dioxide (S0 2 ), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate
matter (PM 10 ), ozone (0 3 ), or volatile organic compounds (VOCs) or 2) emit more than 500 pounds
per year of any single hazardous air pollutant (HAP), and emit more than 2000 pounds per year
for any combination of HAPs, or 3) emit less than 500 pounds per year of any air contaminant not
listed in (1 )( or (2) above and less than 2000 pounds per year of any combination of air contaminants
not listed in (1) or (2) above.

Please keep copies of the registration notice and worksheets on site at your business to verify your
permit exemption status. Please be aware that the small source exemption only exempts your
business from the permitting requirements of R307-401-5 through 8 of the Utah Administrative Code,
not other applicable air quality regulations.
1. Business Name and Mailing Address:
Petroteg Oil Recovery LLC
4370 Tujunga Aw:. . Ste. 320
Stu a10 City, Ca. 91604

2. Business Contact for Air Quality Issues:
Donald Clark

68 louis St

Staten Island New York 10304

Phone# ( ~

) 979 _1897

Phone# ( 718 ) 869 _3763

(~

) 571 _ 9613

Fax#

Fax#

3. Owners Name and Mailing Address:

Phone# ( _ _ ) _ _Fax#

(_)_-

5. County where business is located:

Vernal, Uintah County

(_)_-

4. Business Location (street address if
different from above and directions to site):

Start up July 2015 Shut down Dec 2015
Anticipated restart - July 2018
6. Start-up Date of Business:
Month:

Year:

7. Briefly describe your process by describing end products, raw materials, and process
equipment used at your business. Attach additional sheets if necessary.

This business extracts oil and bitumen from oil sands using a light

hydrocarbon solvent. The equipment used includes an
ore mixing vessel ! a distillation column and fin fan cooler
to recover the solvent 2 a hot oil heater to heat the solvent,
oil storage tanks and centrifuges to separate sand from oil

The extraction process is a closed loop system that recycles hydrocarbon
vapors through several fin fan coolers, which condenses them back to a liquid
8. List any pollution control equipment: ----,.----------=-=--------

A vapor combustor unit is used for eliminating any VOC emissions

produced and captured from the tank farm

9. Typical operating Schedule:

Three 8-hour shifts per day 6 days per week
10. Annual Emission Rates:
Provide an estimate of the actual annual emissions of the following air contaminants from your
business. Emission calculation worksheets are available for some common processes.

Pleas.e ~ttach all worksheets and calculati.ons.
·
Sulfur D1ox1de (S0 2 ) ..... 40
lbs/ year Particulate Matter (PM 10 )

4 , 320
(Nox) 7,480

QQ
. . . . . .. .. . . . .

· (CO)
Carbon Monoxide

lbs/ year

Ozone (0 3 )

Nitrogen Oxides

lbs/ year

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)

lbs/year

Describe 285

Other Air Contaminants

29

•

0

.. . . . . .. . .... .. .. . .. ...... . ... _ _ _

lbs/ year
lbs/ year
lbs/ year

lbs. uncombusted VQC

HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS:
Complete Attachment C before selecting one of the following emission estimate ranges.
For an individual hazardous air pollutant:
0 - 250 lbs/year:

7 -8

250-350 lbs/year: _ _ __

350-500 lbs/year: _ _ __

For a combination of hazardous air pollutants:
0-1000 lbs/year:
11.

1000-1500 lbs/year: _ _ __

1500-2000 lbs/year: _ _ __

~

By checking this box, I hereby certify that the information and data submitted in this notice
fully describes this site and only this site and is true, accurate, and complete, based on
reasonable inquiry and to the best of my knowledge . I recognize that falsification of the
information and data submitted in this notice is a violation of R 19-2-115, Utah
Administrative Code.

~

By checking this box, I understand that I am responsible for determining whether I remain
eligible for this exemption before making operational or process changes in the future and
agree to notify the Division of Air Quality when this business is no longer eligible for this
exemption.

SignatureofOwner/Manager:
Print Name:

Donald Clark

Donald Clark

Ch~J. Geologist

Phone#:( _ _)

Date:

7/1 /18

718 869-3763
Division Reviewer: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Small Source Applicable Yes_ N o _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Introduction: The oil sands extraction facility being constructed by Petroteq (formerly MCW
Energy Group) in Vernal, Utah is the same one that was operated as a pilot plant in Maeser, Utah
during 2015. Upon reassembly and start up, the daily output will be increased to approximately
1000 barrels of oil per day, from approximately 300 barrels per day, with a ratio of 80% bitumen:
20% natural gas condensate (as a dilutant to aid flowability). The facility was designed to collect
hydrocarbon vapors from multiple locations in the extraction process using a very low vacuum
pump. These vapors are then routed to the fin fan coolers, where the vapors are condensed back
to a liquid hydrocarbon (Fig. 1). The condensed hydrocarbon liquids are then recycled back into
the extraction process.

Operating the extraction facility as a pilot plant in Maeser allowed Petroteq to identify and
correct several maintenance issues that will eliminate, or dramatically reduce several sources of
emissions. These include ...
1. Two high speed centrifuges were added to the facility to increase the efficiency of
separating the oil from the oil sands. This will decrease the BS&W of the oil entering the
tank farm, decreasing the need to clean the tanks. Fewer tank cleanings will reduce the
amount of hydrocarbons evaporating from the tanks during cleanout.
2. A rock crusher (all electric) was installed to crush all the incoming ore down to%" minus
size. This will eliminate the problem with rocks collecting in the bottom of the mixing
tanks, which required opening the mixing tanks, so that the rocks could be removed. Since
this problem is now eliminated the mixing tanks will not be a source of emissions.
Increased jetting ports in the bottom of the mixing tanks will keep all sand suspended in
the mixing tank so that all the sand will be pumped from the mix tanks into the centrifuges
for separation from the oil/solvent mixture.
3. The slurry pumps were upgraded to Discflow pumps. Discflow pumps are specifically
designed to pump abrasive slurries with particulate matter up to 2 3/8" in diameter. The
combination of using a rock crusher to crush the ore down to %" minus and the fact that
the new pumps are specifically designed to pump abrasive slurries means that pump
maintenance will be eliminated, eliminating a former source of emissions.
4. The diesel burning stream boiler was replaced by a propane burning hot oil heater. Propane
bums much cleaner that diesel, so there will be a significant decrease in emissions per hour
of operation from this source. The hot oil heater will be used for all heating purposes in
the facility.

;

Figure 1. Fin fan cooler that will be used to condense hydrocarbon vapors back to hydrocarbon
liquids for reuse as an oil sands extraction solvent.

Appendix A - Petroteq Small Source Exemption Registration Annual Emission Rate Worksheet.
Methodology:
It is estimated that the plant will operate 3 shifts per day, 6 days per week for 50 weeks per
year (300 days). The propane fired hot oil heater will only operate during working hours and will
be shut off during days off. The hot oil heater will be used for all heating purposes in the facility.
It is estimated that approximately 80 gallons of propane will be burned per hour, 1,920 gallons per
day. The estimated quantity of air pollutants produced from burning this volume of propane was
calculated from the Propane Emission Factors published by the EPA (Table 1).
Table 1. Emission Factors for LPG combustion a.
Butane Emission Factor
(lb/ l <>3 gal)

Propane Emission Factor
(lb/ 1<>3 gal)

Industrial Boilersb
(SCC 1-02-010-01)

Commercial
Boilers<
(SCC 1-03-010-01)

Industrial Boilersb
(SCC 1-02-010-02)

Commercial
Boilers<
(SCC 1-03-0 l 0-02)

PM, Filterable d

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

PM, Condensable

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

PM, Total

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

SO/

0.09S

0.09S

O.lOS

O.lOS

Pollutant

NO/

NP'
C02hj

15
0.9
14,300

15
0.9
14,300

13
0.9
12,500

13
0.9
12,500

co

8.4

8.4

7.5

7.5

TOC

I.I

I.I

1.0

1.0

CH/
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
a Assumes PM, CO, and TOC emissions are the same on a heat input basis, as for natural gas
combustion. Use heat contents of91.5 x 106 Btu/IO~ gallon for propane, 102 x 106 Btu/103 gallon for
butane, 1020 x 106 Btu/106 scffor methane when calculating an equivalent heat input basis. For
. e's emissions
example, the equation for convertin from methane's emissions factors to fropan
factors is as follows: lb pollutant/IO8 gallons of propane= (lb pollutant / 10 ft3 methane). (91.5 x
106 Btu/103 gallons of propane)/ (1020 x 106 Btu/I06 scfof methane). The NOx emission factors
have been multiplied by a correction factor of 1.5, which is the approximate ratio of propane/butane
NOx emissions to natural gas NOx emissions. To convert from lb/ 103 gal to kg/10 3 L, multiply by
0.12. sec = Source Classification Code.
b Heat input capacities generally between IO and 100 million Btu/hour.
Heat input capacities generally between 0.3 and 10 million Btu/hour.
d Filterable particulate matter (PM) is that PM collected on or prior to the filter of an EPA Method 5 (or
equivalent) sampling train. For natural gas, a fuel with similar combustion characteristics, all PM is
less than 10 µmin aerodynamic equivalent diameter (PM-10).
• S equals the sulfur content expressed in gr/100 ft' gas vapor. For example, if the butane sulfur
content is 0.18 gr/100 ft', the emission factor would be (0.09 x 0.18) = 0.016 lb of S0/103 gal butane
burned.
r Expressed as N0 2 •
0

&

b

J
k

Reference 12.

Assuming 99.5% conversion of fuel carbon to CO2 •
EMISSION FACTOR RATING = C.
Reference 13.

Source: EPA 2016a.

;

Results:
The hot oil heater will burn an average of 80 gallons of propane per hour, 1,920 gallons
per day. Operating at this rate for a full year (300 days) will produce sulfur dioxide (S02), carbon
monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PMlO), and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) emissions that are all substantially below the maximum allowable limit of 5
tons (10,000 pounds) per year that was established by the Utah Division of Air Quality (Table 2).

Table 2. The total annual quantity of each pollutant produced by burning propane in the hot oil
heater.
Daily
Volume
Burned
(10"3 gal)

Days
operated

Emission
Factor

per year

(lb./10"3
gal)

Total
Pollutant
Released
(tons)

502(1)

1.92

300

0.054

0.02

co

1.92

300

7.5

2.16

NOx

1.92

300

13

3.74

PMlO

1.92

300

0.0002

0.00

VOC(2)

1.92

300

0.0005

0.00

CO2
(1) Haneke, 1999 - S=0.54 grains/100 ft3 Emission factor= 0.10*5

1.92

300

12.5

3.60

Pollutant

(2) Haneke, 1999

Appendix B - Petroteq Small Source Exemption Registration Hazardous Air Pollutant Worksheet.
Methodology:
Hydrocarbon vapors may escape to the environment during maintenance of the facility,
specifically, when above ground storage tanks are opened for cleaning. As mentioned above,
Petroteq has added two high speed centrifuges to the facility. These centrifuges will increase the
efficiency of the oil extraction process, so the oil entering the tanks will have very little sediments
in it (low BS&W). This will decrease the need for cleaning sediments out of the tanks.
Three 300 barrel finished oil tanks have been set up as settlement tanks. These tank will
be cleaned approximately once per year to clean out any fine sediments that collect in the bottom
of the tanks. The following variables will be used to estimate the amount of hydrocarbons that
evaporate from the tanks during the cleanout process ...

1) The volume of sediment in the bottom of the tank when cleaning occurs is calculated
using (V = rr R(tankl h(sediment)) where R(tank) = 6 feet and h(sediment) = 2 feet.
2) The pore space in the sediment containing liquids = 25%
3) It is assumed that 100% of this liquid is hydrocarbon liquid.
4) The hydrocarbon liquid contains 20% condensate, 80% bitumen. Condensate is
composed oflight hydrocarbons that will evaporate, bitumen is composed of heavy, long
chain hydrocarbons with a low potential for evaporation.
3

5) 1 barrel= 42 gallons= 5.615 ft
6) Benzene is a hazardous air pollutant found on Attachment C: Hazardous Air Pollutant
List - Utah Division of Air Quality. Condensate contains between 0%-3% benzene
(Source Gas - MSDS). A midpoint value of 1.5% benzene will be used for all
calculations.
7) Total evaporation is variable and dependent upon temperature, humidity, surface area in
contact with the air, airflow over the surface. The service hatch is approximately 3' x 3'
which limits airflow over the surface of the tank bottom sediments which limits
evaporation. To be conservative, it is estimated that approximately 20% of the total
hydrocarbon liquid evaporates during cleanout.
Results:
2
1) V = rr x 6' x 2' = 226 ft 3 sediments to be cleaned out.
2) 0.25 x 226 ft 3 = 56 ft 3 pore space
3) 56 ft 3 hydrocarbon liquid.
4) 56 ft 3 x 0.20 = 11.2 ft 3 condensate.
3

5) 11.2 ft 3 x 1 bbl/5.615 ft = 2.0 barrels of condensate.
6) 2.0 bbl x 0.015 = 0.03 bbl benzene. o, oi.P l,,~t ~~
7) 0.03 bbl x 0.20 = 0.006 bbl of benzene x 42 gallons/barrel= 0.25 gallons benzene. 7.28
lbs./gal x 0.25 gallons = 1.8 lbs.

J
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Table 1: Average annual combined emissions of Hazardous Air Pollutants. The source of these
emissions is the clean out, once per year, of three 300-barrel oil tanks that act as sedimentation
tanks.

Pollutant

300 bbl Tank
Total Annual
Release (lb.)

Benzene

1.8

Total Number
Of Tanks

3

Total Annual
Release (lbs.)

5.5

Tank Farm: The tank farm has thirteen 300-barrel tanks, one 400-barrel tank and one 500-barrel
tank. The tanks are used for the following purposes .. .

1. Two 300-barrel tanks will be used to hold the extraction solvent (light hydrocarbons
sourced from natural gas condensate) that is used to extract the bitumen from the oil sands.
These tanks will be refilled with fresh solvent that is delivered to the site via tanker truck
and with the solvent that is recovered from the solvent/bitumen mixture during the
extraction process (recycled solvent). A small amount of solvent, approximately 20%, will
remain in the solvent/bitumen mixture to aid transportation (to increase flowability).
2. Four 300-barrel tanks will be used to recirculate the solvent/bitumen mixture that comes
from the centrifuges back to the mixing tanks where additional bitumen is extracted from
the incoming oil sands ore. This recirculation process will enrich the solvent/bitumen
mixture with bitumen. The mixture will be approximately 50% solvent: 50% bitumen.
This solvent/bitumen mixture will then be pumped to the reboiler/distillation column where
the lighter hydrocarbon components of the solvent will be separated from the bitumen. The
light hydrocarbon vapors will be routed to the fin fan coolers for condensing and reuse
(Fig. 1). This process will change the ratio of the solvent/bitumen mixture to an 80:20
blend.
3. Three 300-barrel, one 400-barrel and one 500-barrel tank will be used to hold the finished
oil with the 80:20 solvent/bitumen ratio. The oil will flow into the three 300-barrel tanks
first. These tanks will operate as sedimentation tanks to collect any sediments not removed
by the centrifuges. The oil will then flow into the 400 and 500-barrel tanks. The 500barrel tank will be used for loading the oil into the tanker trucks
4. Four 300-barrel tanks will be used as overflow tanks. These tanks will normally not be
used, but were installed to collect any finished oil that is either overproduced, or needs to
be temporarily stored in case the oil tanker trucks are delayed from picking up the finished
oil due to bad weather or road conditions. It is assumed that each of these overflow tanks
will be used one time per month.

Approximately 800 barrels of bitumen will be extracted from the oil sands on a daily basis
with approximately 200 barrels of solvent added as a dilutant to aid flowability. There will be
approximately 75 days of operation per quarter (300 days of operation per year). Bitumen
extraction will be done as a continuous process, not a batch process, so there will be a continuous
flow of liquids through the tanks.
There will be approximately 30,000 barrels of solvent passing through each of the 300barrel solvent tanks on an annual basis, 60,000 barrels for both tanks. Each of these tanks will
receive recycled solvent from the facility and new solvent from tanker trucks, so these tanks will
never be completely drained of solvent.
The four 300-barrel recirculation tanks will be nearly full most of the time since the
solvent/bitumen mixture will be recirculated several times through the mixing tanks before being
pumped to the reboiler and distillation column where the solvent will be separated from the
solvent/bitumen mixture and recycled in the facility. The average solvent/bitumen mixture is
estimated to be 50:50 in these tanks.
The three 300-barrel and one 400-barrel tank used for storing the finished oil prior to the
500-barrel tank will be nearly full all of the time. These are flow through tanks.
The 500-barrel tank will be used to transfer the finished oil to the tanker trucks for delivery
to the purchasers. Approximately 1,000 barrels of finished oil will flow through these tanks on a
daily basis, 300,000 barrels on an annual basis (300 days).

Methodology:

The TANKS 4.0.9d program (EPA, 2018) was used to calculate the emissions produced
from the tank farm. The following input was used ...
1) Natural Gas Condensate Based Solvent-2.5% Decane; 10% Nonane; 15% Octane; 26%
Heptane; 30% Hexane; 15% Pentane/Isopentane; 1.25% Benzene. The condensates that
Petroteq will be using will be heavy condensates with API between 50° and 60°. The
exact breakdown of the individual components will vary per incoming load, but the above
breakdown is a good representation of the individual hydrocarbon compounds that are
found in natural gas condensates.
2) The Residual Oil No. 6 in the TANKS program was used as a proxy for the bitumen. The
residual oil no. 6 has a liquid molecular weight of 387 and has a high percentage oflong
chained hydrocarbons. This is very similar to an assay of the bitumen that was extracted
by Petroteq, molecular weight - 378, 73% C20 and greater..
3) Solvent/bitumen mixture - 50%: 50% in the recirculation tanks; 20%: 80% in the final
product tanks.
4) Tank dimensions - 300-barrel tank - 11 'd x 22'h; 400-barrel tank - 12'd x 24'h; 500barrel tank- 13'd x 25'h

J

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Meteorological data used in the emissions calculations were from Salt Lake City.
Each 300-barrel solvent tank had a turnover and net throughput of 30,000 barrels.
The 500-barrel final product tank had a turnover and net throughput of 300,000 barrels.
The 300-barrel recirculation tanks act as constant volume, flow through tanks.
The 300-barrel and 400-barrel final product tanks act as constant volume, flow through
tanks.
10) It is assumed that each overflow tank turns over once per month.

Results: The emissions from each of the tanks in the tank farm as calculated by the EPA TANKS
program (Table 2). All vapors will be collected and sent to a vapor combustor. With an estimated
98% combustion efficiency, it is anticipated that only 285 pounds of VOC emissions will be
released into the environment on an annual basis from the tank farm. There will be negligible
amounts of additional CO, S02 , NOx and particulate matter produced by the combustion of these
VOCs. If production increases, a vapor collection system will be built to recycle any vapors
produced by the tank farm.

Source

-

-

500 bbl discharge tank
300 bbl solvent tanks
300 bbl recirculation tanks
- --- 400 b~ final product flowthroug~
300 bbl final product flowthrough
300 bbl final product overflow
Sum

--r-

T

ITable 2. voe emissions calculated by EPA TANKS program
Bitumen

- -1- - 2
- 41
- 3
4
15

Sum (tons)

Nonane ,

Decane

0.34 1,-.
0
_ O.OJ.
-0.01
0.03
0.1
0.5
1
0.00

-

1
2.74
- 21.98
412 .56
2.14
56.3I
--- 16.86
0.3
67.8 ~
_ 2.6r _ · _ 8.~f 0.1
0.5
1.9
14.2
1.23 1
32.01
0.15
4:.!t
4.9
16.7
128.1
0.6T
48.1
163.2
1232.81
6.0 1
0.02
0.00
0.08 ,
0.62

--

6.06

lbs/gallon
gallons

I

barrels

I

0.991
0.02

I

l

N9_!1% Combustor efficiency
lbs. of uncombusted voes

-

~

.

~-

.......
0.0092

0.1204 ,

6.02
7.98

5.83 ,
28.oo l
0.67 1

0.19

I
0.961

-

5.9ft
1.25
2.82
11.24
109.61

5.66

0.05
1
7.28

217.82

15.06 '

5.19

0.361

I
3.2646

37.56

24.6568

1478.66

Pentane

431.6
4242.7
2.12

4884.7 1
2.44 ,

5.45
778.48

5.21
937.56

18.541
84.8544

-1

I

I lsopentane Total
1621.38
- . 6,497.94
--1,292 .24
- .. 5,061.12
- 761.76
190.1

257.8j
54.1
.
121.8
487.21

107.91

-

21~8.9~t
1764.8

228.~1
-=
48.0

l

2.1922 I

r

I

voe Emissions lb./yr
Octane I Heptane I Benzene I Hexane I
. 578.16 1
75 .38 1
~ _ 1948.19

Number of
Tanks

r --T-

I

I

22.32 1
I
97.6936

- ,.-

39.9
89.73 ..
359.2
3592.5
1.80
5.21

,,

-

159.96
359.85
1,439.52
14,280.15
7.14

689.55

2675.43

16.42

63.70

71.8508

- 285.60
-
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Small Source Registration
DAQE-ENl 59520001-18
No date entered
Donald Clark
Petroteq Oil Recovery, LLC
4370 Tujunga Avenue, Suite 320
Studio City, CA 91604
Dear Mr. Clark :
Re:

Request for Evaluation of Compliance with Rule R307-401-9, UAC: Small Source Exemption
Project Fee Code: Nl59520001

On July 10, 2018, the Division of Air Quality (DAQ) received your request for a small source exemption
for Petroteq Oil Recovery LLC(Petroteq) - Oil Sands Processing Plant. The source is located at NESW
Sec 31 T5S R22E, off Route 45, Uintah County. DAQ has determined the small source exemption
applies to the source, as long as the equipment and associated processes operate as specified in the
registration request and as summarized in Attachment A to this letter.
Petroteq shall provide documentation to confirm that actual emissions are maintained below the
thresholds in R307-401-9(1 ). Petroteq shall conduct sampling for the purposes of estimating emissions
from the post-process sand. The following sampling requirements shall apply:
• Every three months, samples of the post-process sands shall be collected immediately after
processing, one week after being placed on the storage pile or mine floor, and two weeks after
being placed on the storage pile or mine floor.
• Each sample shall be a composite of five discrete sub-samples. Each sub-sample shall consist of
equal volumes. The sub-samples shall be randomly collected within the area being sampled.
• Samples from the stockpiles or mine floor shall be collected between Oto 6 inches below surface.
• Samples shall be analyzed for TPH-GRO and BTEXN using EPA Method 8260 and for TPHDRO using EPA Method 8015.
• Samples shall be collected, preserved, and stored in accordance with EPA's published Solid
Waste Test Methods and with the laboratory recommendations.
Sample results shall be used to estimate emissions from the post-process sand. Sample results and
calculated quantity of emissions shall be submitted to the Director within one month of each quarterly
sample event. DAQ shall cancel this small source exemption if Petroteq does not follow the sample
schedule outlined above. As per R301-401-9(2), if actual TPH-GRO, TPH-DRO, and BTEX emissions
195 North 1950 West• Salt Lake City, UT
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 144820 • Salt Lake City, UT 8411 4-4820
Telephone (80 1) 536-4000 • Fax (80 1) 536-4099 • T.D.D. (80 1) 903-3978
www.deq.utah.gov
Printed on 100% recycled paper
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exceed the threshold in R307-401-9(1), Petroteq shall submit a notice of intent under R307-401-5 no later
than 180 days after the end of the calendar year in which the source exceeded the emission threshold .
Petroteq shall cease operations until an Approval Order is issued.
The small source exemption does not exempt a source from complying with other applicable federal ,
state, and local regulations and the current Utah Administrative Code. Based on the emissions that you
submitted to DAQ with your registration request, Petroteq Oil Recovery LLC- Oil Sands Processing Plant
is not required to obtain an approval order under R307-401. If you change your operation such that there
is an increase in emissions, we recommend that you notify us, as an approval order may be required.
As authorized by the Utah Legislature, the fee for issuing this small source exemption is a one-time filing
fee in addition to the actual time spent by the review engineer and all other staff on the project. Payment
should be sent to DAQ upon receipt of the invoice.
Thank you for registering your source with the DAQ. If you have any additional questions, please contact
Ms. Catherine Wyffels at (801) 536-4232.
Sincerely,
Bryce C. Bird
Director

Section Manager NSR, Manager
New Source Review Section
XXX: XXX:XX :xx
Attachments:

Small Source Exemption Registration Request and attached fonns?
Attachment A - Operating Description and Assumptions & Emission Summary
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Attachment A
Petroteq Oil Recovery LLC- Oil Sands Processing Plant
Operating Description and Assumptions
Emissions Summary

DAQE-EN159520001-18
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The purpose of this Attachment is to summarize and d?cume~t the information_ that DAQ considered
when reviewing the request for a small source exemption. This documen~ provide~ a summ~~ of
operations and lists the assumptions and operating parameters that were included m the em1ss10n
estimates for Petroteq Oil Recovery LLC- Oil Sands Processing Plant.
.
Description of Operation
The Oil Sands Processing Plant being constructed by Petroteq (formerly MCW Energy Group) m Vernal,
Utah. MCW Energy Group operated a pilot plant in Maeser, Utah during 2015. The facility was
dismantled in 2017-2018. On July 1, 2016, DAQ issued MCW Energy Group a Small Source Exemption
(DAQE-EN154300002-16) for the pilot plant in Maeser. The pilot plant produced approximately 300
barrels of oil per day.
Petroteq is now constructing a full-scale plant next to the oil sands mine located at NE 1/i SW 1/i Sec 31
T5S R22E, off Route 45, Uintah County. This small source exemption is for the full scale operation of
this plant.
The Oil Sands Processing Plant will generate approximately 1000 barrels of oil per day. The extracted
bitumen will be diluted with a light hydrocarbon extraction solvent (sourced from natural gas
condensates) to aid flowability. The ratio of the final product will be approximately 80% bitumen and
20% solvent (volume%). The oil sands ore will be processed on site using a proprietary solvent based
extraction technology developed by Petroteq. This solvent is composed of multiple individual
components (multiple light hydrocarbons sourced from naturally occurring natural gas condensates and
alcohols) which, when combined in proper proportions, are capable of dissolving and recovering over
99% of the bitumen and heavy oils that are found in oil sands.
is a summary of the Oil Sands Processing Plant process:
Oil sands are mined from the mine site adjacent to the Processing Plant.
Oil sands are brought to the processing area via haul trucks.
Oil sands ore is crushed to increase the surface area for more efficient oil extraction.
Crushed ore is transferred to feed bins using a conveyor belt.
Crushed ore is transferred from feed bins to the primary mixing vessels using feed augers.
Solvent is pumped into the primary mixing vessels and agitated. The extreme agitation separates
the heavy oil and bitumen from the sand grains, forming a sand/solvent/bitumen slurry.
7. The sand/solvent/bitumen slurry is transferred to high speed centrifuges where the
bitumen/solvent mixture is separated from the sands.
8. The sands are transferred to a drying auger, which has a separate external chamber that extends
the full length of the auger. Thermal oil is pumped through this chamber and the heat vaporizes
any residual solvent in the sand. Hydrocarbon vapors are collected via vacuum lines in the drying
auger and routed to the fin fan condensers, where vapors are condensed back to a liquid solvent.
9. The clean dry sand will be primarily used for mine reclamation.
10. Solvent/bitumen mixture is heated using thermal oil and pumped to the distillation column where
the light hydrocarbon and alcohol solvent is separated from the bitumen by distillation.
Hydrocarbon vapors are collected via vacuum lines and routed to the fin fan condensers, where
vapors are condensed back to a liquid solvent.
11. The final heavy oil is pumped into the onsite storage tanks and/or delivery trucks and shipped
offsite.

Below
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Utah Division of Air Quality
SMALL SOURCE EXEMPTION REGISTRATION

Revised: 6121106

Businesses eligible for this exemption shall not: 1) emit more than 5 tons per year of each of the
following pollutants : sulfur dioxide (S02), carbon monoxide (CO) , nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate
matter (PM 10 ) , ozone (0 3) , or volatile organic compounds (VOCs) or 2) emit more than 500 pounds
per year of any single hazardous air pollutant (HAP) , and emit more than 2000 pounds per year
for any combination of HAPs, or 3) emit less than 500 pounds per year of any air contaminant not
listed in (1)( or (2) above and less than 2000 pounds per year of any combination of air contaminants
not listed in (1) or (2) above.

Please keep copies of the registration notice and worksheets on site at your business to verify your
permit exemption status. Please be aware that the small source exemption only exempts your
business from the permitting requirements of R307-401-5 through 8 of the Utah Administrative Code,
not other applicable air quality regulations.
1. Business Name and Mailing Address:
Petroteq Oil Recove ry LLC
15165 Ven t:..:ra Blvd , Ste 200
SMrma:n Oa:1<:s, Ca:. 9 I Zf03 ~

Phone# ( ~
(~
Fax#

Donald Clark

68 lou is St

Staten Island New York 10304
Phone# ( 718 ) 869 _3753

) 979 _1897
) 571 _ 9613

Fax#

( _ ) _-

4. Business Location (street address if
different from above and directions to site) :

3. Owners Name and Mailing Address:

Phone# ( _ _ ) _ _Fax#

2. Business Contact for Air Quality Issues:

Start UQ Jul~ 2015 Shut down Dec 201 i~
Anticipated restart - Oct/Nov 2018

(_)_-

5. County where business is located:

6. Start-up Date of Business:

Vernal , Uintah County

Month:

Year:

7. Briefly describe your process by describing end products , raw materials, and process
equipment used at your business. Attach additional sheets if necessary.

This business extracts oil and bitumen from oil sands using a light

hydrocarbon solvent. The equipment used inclucl es
ore mixing vessels a distillation column and fin fan co1Dlers
to recover the solvent, a hot oil heater to heat the solv ent,
oil storage tanks and centrifuges to separate sand from oil
2

1

The extraction process is a closed loop system that recycles hydrocarbon
vapors through several fin fan coolers, wh ich condenses them back to a liquid
8. List any pollution control equipment: --,---,------,--,-----,-:----,-,--:----,---

A vapor collection system and combustor unit is used for eliminating any

voe emissions produced and captured from ttie tant< rarrn

9. Typical operating Schedule:

Three 8-hour shifts per day 6 days per week
10. Annual Emission Rates:
Provide an estimate of the actual annual emissions of the following air contaminants from your
business. Emission calculation worksheets are available for some common processes.
Please attach all worksheets and calculations.
3 746
Sulfur Dioxide (S0 2 ) .. ... 40
lbs/ year Particulate Matter (PM 10 ) .......... .. . ,
lbs/ year
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Nitrogen Oxides (Nox)
Other Air Contaminants

5,260 lbs/ year
7,680 lbs/ year
29
lbs, year

Ozone (0 3)

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

0

lbs/ year

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)

lbs/ year

3. 67 tons/year V oc

Describe

HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS:
Complete Attachment C before selecting one of the following emission estimate ranges.
For an individual hazardous air pollutant:
O - 250 lbs/year:

7 -8

250-350 lbs/year: _ _ __

350-500 lbs/year: _ _ __

For a combination of hazardous air pollutants:
0-1000 lbs/year:

1000-1500 lbs/year: _ _ _ _ 1500-2000 lbs/year: _ _ __

11 . 0

By checking this box, I hereby certify that the if'lformation and data submitted in this notice
fully describes this site and only th is site and is true, accurate, and complete, based on
reasonable inquiry and to the best of my knowledge. I recognize that falsification of the
information and data submitted in this notice is a violation of R 19-2-115, Utah
Administrative Code.

0

By checking this box, I understand that I am responsible for determining whether I remain
eligible for this exemption before making operational or process changes in the future and
agree to notify the Division of Air Quality when this business is no longer eligible for this
exemption.

Signature of Owner/Manager:
Print Name:

Donald Clark

Donald Clark

Ch~J. Geologist

Phone# : (.__,) _ _ _ Date:

7/1 /18

718 869-3763
Division Reviewer: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date: - - - - - - - Small Source Applicable Yes_ No_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Emission Summary
"c

Emission Source
Hot Oil Heater

PM ..

PM,.

5.76E-05

5.76E-05

NO.
3.74

co
2.16

voe
1.44E-04

SO,
0.02

CO,e
3.6

Leaks From Cleaning Activities

JlAPs

.

.

'

Source

NA

Table 2 of Small Source Exemption Registration

2.75E-03

Table 3 of Small Source Exemption Registration

1
1
1

I Discharge Tank (500 bbl)

3.25E-02

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registration

2 Solvent Tanks (300-bbls each)

2.53E-02

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registration'

4 Recirculation Tanks (300-bbls each)

3.81E-03

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registration

I Final Product Tank (400 bbl)

8.00E-04

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registration

3 Final Product Tank (300 bbl)

l .80E-03

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registration

4 Overflow Tank (300 bbl)
Combustor

7.20E-03
0.10

Table 4 of Small Source Exemption Registration
1
Tables 6 & 7 of Small Source Exemption Registration

Equipment Leaks

1.69

Table 9 of Small Source Exemption Registration

Post-Processed Sand Fugitive VOCs

1.74

Table 5 ofVOC Emissions

0.10

0.47

Table 6 of PM Emissions Estimates

3

9.50E-03

2.50E-03

Table 8 of PM Emissions Estimates

3

Handling Post-Processed Sand

0.20

0.03

Table 8 of PM Emissions Estimates

3

Handling Overburden and Sub Grade, Low
Grade, and Feed Grade Ore

0.18

0.03

Total

1

Tables I 0, 12, 14, 16 of PM Emissions Estimates
1.4

Mining Activities

1

2

0.01

Haul Roads

1

1

0.08

Material Handling

1

1.87

0.23

0.30

Table 3 of PM Emissions Estimates

3.85

2.63

3.60

0,02

Notes:
NA • Not available, emissions not estimated
I - Small Source Exemption Registration Supplemental Information submitted October 10, 2018
2 - Supplement: Potential for VOC Emissions from the Post Processed Sands submitted October I 0, 2018
3 - Supplement: Potential for PM Emissions from All Operations submitted October I 0, 2018

3.60

0.00

3

3

Assumptions and Operating Parameters Affecting Emissions Estimates
Facility Description
• The facility will produce up to 1000 barrels of oil per day.
• All areas immediately surrounding the processing facility will be paved with low grade oil sands
ore.
• Watering and chemical dust suppressants will be used to control particulate emissions from both
paved and unpaved surfaces.
• Vapors from all storage tanks will be routed to a combustor with a 99% destruction efficiency.

Process Plant
• All hydrocarbon and solvent vapors from mixing, heating, and drying activities are collected via
vacuum lines and routed to the fin fan condensers, where vapors are condensed back to a liquid
solvent. Therefore, there are no VOC emissions from the processing plant, except from leaks
from manifolds, valves, etc.
Characteristics of Raw Ore
• According to raw ore sample provided, 90%, of the oils in the ore are Cl5 and higher and 50%
are C28 and highe_r.
Post-Processed Sands
• Samples of post-processed sands show residual TPH-DRO and TPH-GRO concentrations. TPHDRO concentrations ranged between 272 to 1,120 mg/kg. TPH-GRO concentrations ranged
between 9.34 and 42 mg/kg. Fractionation data for TPH-GRO samples showed that the more
volatile hydrocarbons (CS - C6) are non-detect and that the C7 and C8 aliphatic hydrocarbons are
lower in concentration than the heavier C9 and ClO aliphatic hydrocarbons.
• Some of the light hydrocarbons from the post-processed sands will be vaporized when the sands
are dried. Vapors from the dryer will be collected via vacuum lines.
• Petroteq will adjust residence times of the sand in the drier to maximize.the extraction of the light
hydrocarbons.
• Post-processed sands will be used for mine reclamation concurrent with mining and processing
activities. During initial operations, the sands will be stockpiled. Petroteq plans to begin
concurrent mine reclamation within 6 months of full operations.
• Petroteq will use the post-processed sands as fill material for mine reclamation. The sands will be
covered with a layer of low permeability clay and a 40 mil HDPE flexible membrane liner.
• The cap installed over the post-processed sands for mine reclamation will minimize emissions of
residual TPH-DRO and TPH-GRO from post-processed sands.
Mining and Soil Handling Activities
• The bitumen in the oil sands acts as a binder and significantly reduces emissions from mining
activities.
• The layer of top soil over the oil sands is either really thin or nonexistent.
• Mining emissions were estimated using AP-42 Chapter 11.9 (Western Surface Coal Mining) for
the following activities: blasting, loading overburden and subgrade ore (- 3% bitumen), loading
low grade ore (- 3-4% bitumen), loading feed grade ore (- 5-13% bitumen), transporting
overburden to external dumps, bulldozer assist work.
• Truck loading emissions from mining activities were estimated based on the equation in Table
11 .9-1 of AP-42 Chapter 11 .9. This equation calculates an emission factor for coal, which has
much higher potential for particulate emissions than oil sands. A correction factor was applied to

DAQE-EN 159520001-18
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•

•

•

this equation to account for the binding properties of the naturally-occurring bitumen. This
correction factor was based on the difference between the emission factors for bulldozing coal
versus overburden.
Emissions from dumping overburden, subgrade ore, (- 3% bitumen), low grade ore (- 3-4%
bitumen), and feed grade ore (-5-13% bitumen) were estimated using emissions in AP-42
Chapter 13, Table 13.2.4 (Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles). An 80% control efficiency was
used to account for the binding properties of the bitumen.
Emissions from the handling of post-process sands during mine reclamation were estimated using
AP-42 Chapter 13, Table 13.2.4 (Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles). A 70% control
efficiency was used to account for 0.5% moisture in the post-processed sands.
Emissions from crushing, screening, and conveying oil sand ore were estimated suing AP-42
Chapter 11.19.2. An 80% control efficiency was used to account for the binding properties of the
bitumen.
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Introduction: The oil sands extraction facility being constructed by Petroteq (formerly MCW
Energy Group) in Vernal, Utah is the same one that was operated as a pilot plant in Maeser, Utah
during 2015. The facility was dismantled and moved in 2017-2018. The Utah Division of Air
Quality issued MCW Energy Group (now Petroteq) a Small Source Exemption for the Maeser
facility.
Upon reassembly and start up, the daily output will be increased to approximately 1000 barrels of
oil per day, from approximately 300 barrels per day. The extracted bitumen will be diluted with
the light hydrocarbon extraction solvent (sourced from natural gas condensates) to aid flowability,
the ratio of the final product will be approximately 80% bitumen: 20% solvent (volume%) .
Oil Sands Extraction Technology to be Used On-Site: The oil sands ore will be processed on
site using a proprietary solvent based extraction technology developed by Petroteq. This solvent
is composed of multiple individual components (multiple light hydrocarbons sourced from
naturally occurring natural gas condensates and alcohols) which, when combined in proper
proportions, are capable of dissolving and recovering over 99% of the bitumen and heavy oils that
are found in oil sands. It is extremely important to note that the solvent contains no water, no
chlorinated compounds, or dense non aqueous phase liquids (DNAPL).
How the Solvent Extraction Technology Works . ..

1. During the first stage of the oil extraction process, oil sands ore is crushed to increase the
2.
3.

4.

5.

surface area of the ore for more efficient oil extraction.
The crusher ore is then delivered to feed bins on the top of the main structure using a
conveyor belt.
The crushed ore is then transferred from the feed bins to the primary mixing vessels using
feed augers. Knife valve at the base of the feed bins are used to seal off the feed augers
from the feed bins.
The solvent is pumped into the primary mixing vessels and agitated. The extreme agitation
separates the heavy oil and bitumen from the sand grains. The primary mixing vessels are
sealed vessels, so no hydrocarbon liquids, or vapors are released from these vessels into
the environment.
The resultant sand/solvent/bitumen slurry is then transferred to high speed centrifuges
where the bitumen/solvent mixture is separated from the sands. The sands come out of the
centrifuges with only a very minor amount of residual solvent and are immediately
transferred into a drying auger. The drying auger has a separate, external chamber that
extends the full length of the auger. Thermal oil is pumped through this chamber and the
heat vaporizes any residual solvent in the sand. The hydrocarbon vapors are collected via
vacuum lines in the drying auger and routed to the fin fan condensers, where the vapors
are condensed back to a liquid solvent (Figs. 1 and 2). Over 99% of the solvent can be
recovered and recycled from the processed sand. The clean, dry sand can then be sold as
a construction aggregate, or used as a mine remediation fill material.
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6. The solvent/bitumen mixture is heated, using thermal oil, and then pumped to the
distillation column where the light hydrocarbon and alcohol solvent is separated from the
bitumen by distillation. The hydrocarbon vapors are collected via vacuum lines in the
drying auger and routed to the condenser, where the vapors are condensed back to a liquid
solvent (Figs. 1 and 2). The distillation process is designed to allow some of the lighter
hydrocarbons to remain in the solvent/bitumen mixture in order to give the customer an oil
with the specific API to meet their needs. This can range from light API oil (>31.1°)
medium API oil (22.3° - 31.1 °), to heavy API oil ( <22.3°), depending upon the needs of
the end user.
All the solvent vapors produced by the extraction process are collected and contained in the closedloop system. The solvent vapors are condensed and reused to recover more oil and bitumen from
the incoming oil sands ore. The final heavy oil is pumped into the onsite storage tanks and/or
delivery trucks and shipped to the customer. A supplemental flow diagram of the oil sands
extraction process can be found at the end of this document (Fig. 9)

Oil Sands Extraction Facility Improvements: Operating the extraction facility as a pilot plant
in Maeser, Utah allowed Petroteq to identify and correct several maintenance issues that will
eliminate, or dramatically reduce several sources of emissions. These include . ..
1. Two high speed centrifuges were added to the facility to increase the efficiency of
separating the oil from the oil sands. This will decrease the BS& W of the oil entering the
tank farm, decreasing the need to clean the tanks. Fewer tank cleanings will reduce the
amount of hydrocarbons evaporating from the tanks during cleanout.
2. A rock crusher (all electric) was installed to crush all the incoming ore down to%" minus
size. This will eliminate the problem associated with rocks collecting in the bottom of the
mixing tanks, which required opening the mixing tanks, so that the rocks could be removed.
Since this problem is now eliminated the mixing tanks will not need to be opened to be
cleaned, so will no longer be a source of emissions. Increased jetting in the bottom of the
mixing tanks will keep all sand suspended in the mixing tank so that all the sand will be
pumped from the mix tanks into the centrifuges for separation from the oil/solvent mixture.
3. The slurry pumps were upgraded to Discflow pumps. Discflow pumps are specifically
designed to pump abrasive slurries with particulate matter up to 2 3/8" in diameter. The
combination of using a rock crusher to crush the ore down to %" minus and the fact that
the new pumps are specifically designed to pump abrasive slurries means that pump
maintenance will be eliminated, eliminating a former source of emissions.
4. The diesel burning stream boiler was replaced by a propane burning hot oil heater. Propane
burns much cleaner that diesel, so there will be a significant decrease in emissions per hour
of operation. The hot oil heater will be used for all heating purposes at the facility.
5. A vapor collection system was installed on the tank farm to collect all hydrocarbon vapors.
These vapors are then routed to a combustor for incineration (Figs. 3 and 4).
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Fig. 1. The vacuum pump used to collect hydrocarbon vapors from multiple systems in the oil
sands extraction facility/process. These vapors are then routed to the fin fan coolers (Fig. 2), which
condense the hydrocarbon vapors back to hydrocarbon liquids.

Figure 2. The fin fan coolers that will be used to condense hydrocarbon vapors back to
hydrocarbon liquids for reuse as an oil sands extraction solvent.
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Figure 3. The vapor collection system on top of each individual tank in the tank farm. The
combustor is to the far right of the tank farm. See figure 4 for a close up.

Figure 4. Close up of the combustor shown in figure 3. The combustor measures 48" x 144"
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Appendix A- Petroteq Small Source Exemption Registration Annual Emission Rate Worksheet.
Emissions Calculations Methodology:
It is estimated that the plant will operate 3 shifts per day, 6 days per week for 50 weeks per
year (300 days). The propane fired hot oil heater will only operate during working hours and will
be shut off during days off. The hot oil heater will be used for all heating purposes at the facility.
It is estimated that approximately 80 gallons of propane will be burned per hour, 1,920 gallons per
day. The estimated quantity of air pollutants produced from burning this volume of propane was
calculated from the Propane Emission Factors published by the EPA (Table 1).
Table 1. Emission Factors for LPG combustiona.
Butane Emission Factor
(lb/103 gal)

Propane Emission Factor
(lb/ ! Q3 gal)

Industrial Boilersb
(SCC 1-02-0 I 0-0 I)

Commercial
Boilers<
(SCC 1-03-010-01)

Industrial Boilersb
(SCC 1-02-0 l 0-02)

Commercial
Boilers 0
(SCC 1-03-010-02)

PM, Filterable d

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

PM, Condensable

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

PM, Total

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

SO/

0.09S

0.09S

O.lOS

O.!OS

Pollutant

NO/
Npa
CO/ij

co

15

15

0.9

0.9

14,300

14,300

13
0.9
12,500

13
0.9
12,500

8.4

8.4

TOC

1.1

l.l

1.0

1.0

CH/

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

7.5

7.5

• Assumes PM, CO, and TOC emissions are the same on a he:tt input basis, as for natural gas
combustion. Use heat contents of91.5 x 106 Btu/10~ gallon for propane, 102 x 106 Btu/10 3 gallon for
butane, 1020 x 106 Btu/106 scffor methane when calculating an equivalent heat input basis. For
example, the equation for convertin from methane's emissions factors to fropane's emissions
factors is as follows: lb pollutant/IO gallons of propane= (lb pollutant/IO ft' methane) .(91.5 x
106 Btu/103 gallons of propane) / (I 020 x 106 Btu/106 scf of methane). The NOx emission factors
have been multiplied by a correction factor of 1.5, which is the approximate ratio of propane/butane
NOx emissions to natural gas NOx emissions. To convert from lb/ 103 gal to kg/10 3 L, multiply by
0.12. SCC = Source Classification Code.
b Heat input capacities generally between 10 and 100 million Btu/hour.
0
Heat input capacities generally between 0.3 and 10 million Btu/hour.
d Filterable particulate matter (PM) is that PM collected on or prior to the filter of an EPA Method 5 (or
equivalent) sampling train. For natural gas, a fuel with similar combustion characteristics, all PM is
less than 10 µmin aerodynamic equivalent diameter (PM-10).
• S equals the sulfur content expressed in gr/100 ft 3 gas vapor. For example, if the butane sulfur
content is 0.18 gr/100 ft3, the emission factor would be (0.09 x 0.18) = 0.016 lb of S0/103 gal butane
burned.
r Expressed as N0 2•
g Reference 12.
~ Assuming 99.5% conversion of fuel carbon to CO 2•
1 EMISSION FACTOR RA TING = C.
k Reference 13.
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Source: EPA 2016a.
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Emissions Calculations Results:
The hot oil heater will bum an average of 80 gallons of propane per hour, 1,920 gallons
per day. Operating at this rate for a full year (300 days) will produce sulfur dioxide (S02), carbon
monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PMI 0), and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) emissions that are all substantially below the maximum allowable limit of 5
tons (10,000 pounds) per year that was established by the Utah Division of Air Quality (Table 2).
Table 2. The total annual quantity of each pollutant produced by burning propane in the hot oil
heater.
Daily
Volume

Days
operated

Emission
Factor

Total
Pollutant

Burned
{10"3 gal)

per year

{lb./10"3
gal)

Released
{tons)

502(1)

1.92

300

0.054

0.02

co

1.92

300

7.5

2.16

NOx

1.92

300

13

3.74

PMlO

1.92

300

0.0002

0.00

VOC(2)

1.92

300

0.0005

0.00

CO2
(1) Haneke, 1999 - 5=0.54 grains/100 ft3 Emission factor= 0.10*5

1.92

300

12.5

3.60

Pollutant

(2) Haneke, 1999
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Appendix B - Petroteq Small Source Exemption Registration Hazardous Air Pollutant Worksheet.
Hydrocarbon Leakage Calculation Methodology:
Hydrocarbon vapors may escape to the environment during maintenance of the facility,
specifically, when above ground storage tanks are opened for cleaning. As mentioned above,
Petroteq has added two high speed centrifuges to the facility. These centrifuges will increase the
efficiency of the oil extraction process, so the oil entering the tanks will have a very low volume
of sediments in it (low BS& W). This will decrease the need for cleaning sediments out of the
tanks. Three 300 barrel finished oil tanks have been set up as settlement tanks. These tank will
be cleaned approximately once per year to clean out any fine sediments that collect in the bottom
of the tanks. The following variables will be used to estimate the amount of hydrocarbons that
evaporate from the tanks during the cleanout process ...
1) The volume of sediment in the bottom of the tank when cleaning occurs is calculated
using (V = rr R(tank/ h(sediment)) where R(tank) = 6 feet and h(sediment) = 2 feet.
2) The pore space in the sediment containing liquids = 25%
3) It is assumed that 100% of this liquid is hydrocarbon liquid.
4) The hydrocarbon liquid contains 20% condensate, 80% bitumen. Condensate is
composed of light hydrocarbons that will evaporate, bitumen is composed of heavy, long
chain hydrocarbons with a low potential for evaporation.
5) 1 barrel= 42 gallons= 5.615 ft 3
6) Benzene is a hazardous air pollutant found on Attachment C: Hazardous Air Pollutant
List - Utah Division of Air Quality. Condensate contains between 0%-3% benzene
(Source Gas - MSDS). A midpoint value of 1.5% benzene will be used for all
calculations.
7) Total evaporation is variable and dependent upon temperature, humidity, surface area in
contact with the air, airflow over the surface. The service hatch is approximately 3' x 3'
which limits airflow over the surface of the tank bottom sediments which limits
evaporation. To be conservative, it is estimated that approximately 20% of the total
hydrocarbon liquid evaporates during cleanout.

Hydrocarbon Leakage Calculation Results:
1) V = rr x 6 ' 2 x 2 ' = 226 ft 3 sediments to be cleaned out.
2) 0.25 x 226 ft 3 = 56 ft 3 pore space
3) 56 ft 3 hydrocarbon liquid.
4) 56 ft 3 x 0.20 = 11.2 ft 3 condensate.
5) 11.2 ft 3 x 1 bbl/5.615 ft 3 = 2.0 barrels of condensate.
6) 2.0 bbl x 0.015 = 0.03 bbl benzene.
7) 0.03 bbl x 0.20 = 0.006 bbl of benzene x 42 gallons/barrel = 0.25 gallons benzene. 7.28
lbs./gal x 0.25 gallons= 1.8 lbs. (Table 3).
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Table 3: Average annual combined emissions of Hazardous Air Pollutants. The source of these
emissions is the clean out, once per year, of three 300-barrel oil tanks that act as sedimentation
tanks.

Pollutant

300 bbl Tank
Total Annual
Release (lb.)

Benzene

1.8

Total Number
Of Tanks

3

Total Annual
Release (lbs.)

5.5

Tank Farm Emissions: The tank farm has thirteen 300-barrel tanks, one 400-barrel tank and one
500-barrel tank. The tanks are used for the following purposes ...
1. Two 300-barrel tanks will be used to hold the extraction solvent (light hydrocarbons
sourced from natural gas condensate) that is used to extract the bitumen from the oil sands.
These tanks will be refilled with fresh solvent that is delivered to the site via tanker truck
and with the solvent that is recovered from the solvent/bitumen mixture during the
extraction process (recycled solvent). A small amount of solvent, approximately 20%
(volume %), will remain in the solvent/bitumen mixture to aid transportation (to increase
flowability).
2. Four 300-barrel tanks will be used to recirculate the solvent/bitumen mixture that comes
from the centrifuges back to the mixing tanks where additional bitumen is extracted from
the incoming oil sands ore. This recirculation process will enrich the solvent/bitumen
mixture with bitumen. The mixture will be approximately 50% solvent: 50% bitumen
(volume percent).
This solvent/bitumen mixture will then be pumped to the
reboiler/distillation column where the lighter hydrocarbon components of the solvent will
be separated from the bitumen. The light hydrocarbon vapors will be routed to the fin fan
coolers where they will be condensed back to a liquid and reused (Fig. 2). This process
will change the ratio of the solvent/bitumen mixture to an 80:20 blend.
3. Three 300-barrel, one 400-barrel and one 500-barrel tank will be used to hold the finished
oil with the 80:20 solvent/bitumen ratio (volume%). The oil will flow into the three 300barrel tanks first. These tanks will operate as sedimentation tanks to collect any sediments
not removed by the centrifuges. The oil will then flow into the 400 and 500-barrel tanks.
The 500-barrel tank will be used for loading the oil into the tanker trucks
4. Four 300-barrel tanks will be used as overflow tanks. These tanks will normally not be
used, but were installed to collect any finished oil that is either overproduced, or needs to
be temporarily stored in case the oil tanker trucks are delayed from picking up the finished
oil due to bad weather or road conditions. It is assumed that each of these overflow tanks
will be used one time per month.
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Approximately 800 barrels of bitumen will be extracted from the oil sands on a daily basis
with approximately 200 barrels of solvent added as a dilutant to aid flowability. There will be
approximately 75 days of operation per quarter (300 days of operation per year). Bitumen
extraction can be done as a continuous process, or a batch process.
There will be approximately 30,000 barrels of solvent passing through each of the 300barrel solvent tanks on an annual basis, 60,000 barrels total for both tanks. Each of these tanks
will receive recycled solvent from the facility and new solvent from tanker trucks, so these tanks
will never be completely drained of solvent.
The four 300-barrel recirculation tanks will be nearly full most of the time since the
solvent/bitumen mixture will be recirculated several times through the mixing tanks before being
pumped to the reboiler and distillation column where the solvent will be separated from the
solvent/bitumen mixture and recycled in the facility. The average solvent/bitumen mixture is
estimated to be 50:50 in these tanks.
The three 300-barrel and one 400-barrel tank used for storing the finished oil prior to the
500-barrel tank will be nearly full all of the time. These are flow through tanks.
The 500-barrel tank will be used to transfer the fini shed oil to the tanker trucks for delivery
to the purchasers. Approximately 1,000 barrels of finished oil will flow through these tanks on a
daily basis, 300,000 barrels on an annual basis (300 days).

Tank Farm Emissions Calculations Methodology:
The TANKS 4.0.9d program (EPA, 2018) was used to calculate the emissions produced
from the tank farm. The following input was used . ..
1) Natural Gas Condensate Based Solvent- 2.5% Decane; 10% Nonane; 15% Octane; 26%
Heptane ; 30% Hexane; 15% Pentane/Isopentane ; 1.25% Benzene. The condensates that
Petroteq will be using will be heavy condensates with API between 50° and 60°. The
exact breakdown of the individual components will vary, but the above breakdown is a
good representation of the individual hydrocarbon compounds that are found in natural
gas condensates.
2) The Residual Oil No. 6 in the TANKS program was used as a proxy for the bitumen. The
residual oil no. 6 has a liquid molecular weight of 387 and has a high percentage of long
chained hydrocarbons. This is very similar to an assay of the bitumen that was extracted
by Petroteq, molecular weight - 378, 73% C20 and greater.
3) Solvent/bitumen mixture - 50%: 50% in the recirculation tanks; 20%: 80% in the final
product tanks.
4) Tank dimensions - 300-barrel tank - 11 'd x 22 ' h; 400-barrel tank - 12'd x 24'h; 500barrel tank - 13'd x 25 ' h
5) Meteorological data used in the emissions calculations were from Salt Lake City. The
program calculates the change in vapor pressure with change in temperature. Vapor
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pressure decreases with decreasing temperature, which decreases the hydrocarbon vapors
that move from the liquid phase to the vaporous phase.
6) Each 300-barrel solvent tank had a turnover and net throughput of 30,000 barrels.
7) The 500-barrel final product tank had a turnover and net throughput of 300,000 barrels.
8) The 300-barrel recirculation tanks act as flow through tanks with some variability in
liquid level. It was assumed that there is a 1,200 barrels per year turnover.
9) The 300-barrel and 400-barrel final product tanks act as constant volume, flow through
tanks.
10) It is assumed that each overflow tank turns over once per month.
11) On an annual basis, approximately 400,000 to 450,000 barrels of air will pass through
the various tanks in the tank farm.

Tank Farm Emissions Calculations Results: The total volume of VOC emissions produced by
the tank farm, as calculated by the EPA TANKS program, is 14,280 pounds per year (Table 4).
All vapors will be collected and routed to a vapor combustor/flare (Figs. 3 and 4). The combustor
manufacturer, Cimarron Energy, indicated that their combustors have a VOC destruction
efficiency that is greater than 99%. Destruction efficiency is the percentage of a specific pollutant
(VOC in this case) in the flare vent gas that is converted to a different compound (such as CO2,
CO or other hydrocarbon intermediate) (EPA, 2018). When using a destruction efficiency value
of99%, it is estimate that only 143 pounds of non-combusted VOC emissions will be released into
the environment on an annual basis from the tank farm (Table 4).
14,280 x 0.01 = 142.8 lbs. non combusted hydrocarbons.
Despite the manufacture ' s claims, the estimated release of emissions from burning the VOCs
collected from the tank farm were calculated as well. There will be negligible amounts of
additional S02 and particulate matter produced by the combustion of the VOCs collected from the
tank farm , since the source VOCs have little to no sulfur content.
The major VOC vapors burned in the combustor will be heptane, hexane and pentane vapors (Table
4). The exact volumes of each of these collected vapors will change, depending upon the richness
of the oil sands ore and the exact composition of the light hydrocarbon solvent that is optimized
for the particular ore being processed.
•
•
•

Pentane contains 21 ,085 BTU/lb.,
Heptane contains 20,839 BTU/lb. and
Hexane contains 20,943 BTU/lb. (EPA, Natural Gas Analysis, 2018).

A value of 21 ,085 BTU/lb. was used to calculate the pollutant emission estimates for the
combustor. Emissions factors for the combustor/flare was taken from the EPA (2018a) (Table 5).
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.. Source

500 bbl discharge tank
300 bbl solvent tanks
300 bbl recirculation tanks
400 bbl final product fiowthrough
300 bbl final product flowthrough
300 bbl final product overflow
Sum
Sum (tons)
lbs/gallon
gallons
barrels

-

Number of
Tanks
1
2
4
- 1
3
4
15

voe Emissions lb./vr
Bitumen i
0 .34 '

-_ __ ,.

o'l

o.o;
0.01 ,
0.03 ,
0.l i
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o.oo!
;

i

i

Decane
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Heptane I Benzene
Hexane I
1948.19
2.74
75.38 1 - 578.16 1
50.78
21.98 •
2.14
1478.66 !
412.56 ]
37.56
16.86 i
56.3'
0.3
2.6 ;
67.8!
5.96 '
8.8 .
228.4 j
0.5 :
1.9!
1.25 '
14.2
0.1
48.0
4.17
2.82
0.15 ;
1.23 1
107.91 1
32 .0lJ
431.6
0.6
4.9
16.7
128.1 !
11.24
48.1 •
163.2 ;
109.61 ;
6.0 ;
1232.8
4242.7 !
0.62,
0.00,
0.05
0.02 ,
0.08
2.121
6.02 1
7.28 ,
6.06
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5.45 1
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0.99
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15.06
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28.00
0,02
18.54'
0.67 '
0.19 '
5.19
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....,
-

,_ ··~
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6,497.94
1621.38
2198.99 1
1764.8 1 1,292.24 " 5,061.12
761.76190.1 "
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159.96
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89.73 ..
359.85
121.8 1
487.2 '
359.2 "'" 1,439.52
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Table 5. The emissions factors for VOCs burned in ground and elevated flares.

Pollutant

Emissions Factor Value

Emissions Factor Units

voe
co

0.66

lb./106 BTU

0.31

lb./10 6 BTU

NOx

0.068

lb./10 6 BTU

Source: EPA, 2018
After collecting and combusting the VOCs from the tank farm , approximately 199 lbs. of noncombusted VOCs, 93 lbs. of CO and 20 pounds of additional NOx will be released into the
atmosphere on an annual basis (Table 6). It should be noted that the calculated estimate of noncombusted VOCs, 199 lbs., is very close to the estimated amount of non-destroyed VOCs, 143
lbs. , that was calculated when using the manufacture's rating of 99% destruction efficiency.
Table 6. The pollutants released from burning the vapors collected from the tank farm, based on
total quantity of VOC emitted from the tank farm.

Pollutant

Total BTU
Burned

BTU per
Pound

voe

Volume of
voes
Burned
14,280 lbs.

21 ,085

301

X

106

co

14,280 lbs.

21 ,085 .

301

X

106

NOx

14,280 lbs.

21 ,085

301

X

106

Emissions
Factor Value
0.66 lbs.
/10 6 BTU
0.31 lbs.
/10 6 BTU
0.068 lbs.
/10 6 BTU

Volume of
Pollutant
Released
198.72 lbs.
93.31 lbs.
20.47 lbs.

The amount of NOx and CO emissions generated from the combustor/flare was also calculated
using the total volume of the airNOC (gas) mixture that was sent to the combustor from the tank
farm . This gas was assumed to have 1,200 BTU per scf.
Approximately 400,000 to 450,000 barrels air will pass through the tanks in the tank farm
annually. The conversion from oil barrels to cubic feet is 1 bbl/5.615 ft/\3 (5.6145835124493 ft 3l
(Metric Conversions, 2018). When using the emission factors from the EPA (Table 5), the volume
of CO and NOx emissions generated using this methodology is significantly greater than the
volume of emission calculated using just the mass of VOCs sent to the combustor/flare (Tables 6
and 7).
The difference in values generated by the two different methodologies is due to the fact that the
assumed heat content of the gas, 1200 BTU/scf, is not diluted with air. Whereas when using just
the mass of the VOC emissions from the tank farm for the emission calculations, the dilutive effect
of the volume of air, is taken into consideration, since a significant percentage of the gas collected
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from the tanks in the tank farm is air. Especially during the winter months when the vapor pressure
of the hydrocarbons is reduced by the low air temperatures.
To be conservative, the larger values were used when the sum from all sources was calculated, at
the end of this document (Table 14).

Table 7. The pollutants released from burning the vapors collected from the tank farm, based on
the total volume of air going into the combustor/flare.

Pollutant

Volume of
Gas Burned

BTU per

Total BTU

co

2,526,750 ft 3

1,200

303

X

109

NOx

2,526,750 ft 3

1,200

301

X

109

ft3

Emissions
Factor Value
0.31 lbs.
/ 106 BTU
0.068 lbs.
/ 106 BTU

Volume of
Pollutant
Released
939.95 lbs.
206.18 lbs.

Emissions from Oil Handling Equipment: The Average Emission Factor Approach was used to
estimate the emissions that may leak from different pieces of equipment at the facility (EPA, 1995).
The equipment includes valves, pumps, flanges, oil and mixing tanks and the centrifuges. To be
conservative, all equipment was assumed to contain oil 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. The
emissions factors for the various pieces of equipment was determined by the EPA (Table 7). The
EPA indicated that light liquids are "material in a liquid state in which the sum of the concentration
of individual constituents with a vapor pressure over 0.3 kilopascals (kPa) at 20°c is greater than
or equal to 20 weight percent" . The fresh extraction solvent is a light liquid. Over 99% of the
liquid hydrocarbons in the oil sands are ClO (Decane), or greater, and 75% of the liquid
hydrocarbons in the oil sands are C20, or greater (Fig. 5). Decane has a vapor pressure of 0.17
kPa @ 25°c, longer chain hydrocarbons have even lower vapor pressures (PubChem 2018). The
range of molecular weights most prominent in heavy fuel oils (e.g. , those having carbon numbers
from C20 to ::::,:C50), have estimated vapor pressures that range from lxl0- 8 kPa to 5xl 0- 20 kPa (API
Institute, 2012).
The equipment handing both the light liquids and the heavy liquids were identified and the proper
emissions factors were applied (Table 8). It should be noted that the EPA did not have an
emissions factor for pumps that handle heavy oil. The emissions factors for the equipment
handling heavy oil in all the other categories averaged two orders of magnitude lower than the
emissions factors for equipment handling light oil, therefore the value used for the pumps handling
heavy oils was estimated to be two orders of magnitude lower than the emissions factors for the
pumps handling light oils.
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Table 8. Emission factors for the various pieces of equipment used at Petroteq's oil sands
extraction facility .

Servicea

Emission Factor
(kg/hr/source)b

Valves

Gas
Heavy Oil
Light Oil
Water/Oil

4.SE-03
8.4E-06
2.SE-03
9.8E-05

Pump seals

Gas
Heavy Oil
Light Oil
Water/Oil

2.4E-03
NA

Equipment Type

Othersc

Gas
Heavy Oil
Light Oil
Water/Oil

1.3E-02

2.4E-05
8.8E-03

3.2E-05
7.SE-03
1. 4E-02

Connectors

Gas
Heavy Oil
Light Oil
Water/Oil

2.0E-04
7.SE-06
2.lE-04
1.lE-04

Flanges

Gas
Heavy Oil
Light Oil
Water/Oil

3.9E-04
3.9E-07

Gas
Heavy Oil
Light Oil
Water/Oil

2.0E-03
1.4E-04

Open-ended lines

1.lE-04
2.9E-06

1.4E-03
2.SE-04

awater/Oil emission factors apply to water streams in oil service
with a water content greater than 50%, from the point of origin
to the point where the water content reaches 99%. For water
streams with a water content greater than 99%, the emission rate
is considered negligible.
bThese factors are for total organic compound emission rates
(including non-VOC's such as methane and ethane) and apply to
light crude, heavy crude, gas plant, gas production, and
off shore facilities. "NA" indicates that not enough data were
available to develop the indicated emission factor.
CThe "other" equipment type was derived from compressors,
diaphrams, drains, dump arms, hatches, instruments, meters,
pressure relief valves, polished rods, relief valves, and vents.
This "other" equipment type should be applied for any equipment
type other than connectors, flanges, open-ended lines, pumps, or
valves.
Source: EPA, 1995
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Prepared by Casper, WY Branch
Client:
Project:
Lab ID:
Client Sample ID:

Report Date:
Collection Date:
DateReceived :
Matrix:

Petroteg Energy Inc
Temple Mount
C17110646-001
TME Raw Ore Sample

Result Units

Analyses

Qualifiers

RL

MCU
QCL Method

12107/17
Not Provided
11 /20/17
Oil

An alysis Date / By

HEMPEL DISTILLATION
Reduced Crude, Volume
Loss, Volume

88 .9 %
1.1 %

0. 1
0.1

0 285
0285

12/02/17 07:15 / eliij
12/02/17 07:15 / eliij

0.530 wt%

0.010

0 1552

12/01 /17 12:14 / eli-b

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimOist
Sim Dist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
Sim Dist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDlst
SimDist
SimDist
Sim Dist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
SimDist
Sim Dist
Sim Dist

12101 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b

SULFUR IN OILS
Sulfur, Total

HYDROCARBON ID, SIMULATED DISTILLATION
C1-C5
C5-C6
C6-C7
C7-C8
C8-C9
C9-C10
C10-C11
C11-C12
C12-C13
C13-C14
C14-C15
C15-C16
C16-C17
C17-C18
C18-C19
C19-C20
C20-C21
C21-C22
C22-C23
C23-C24
C24-C25
C25-C26
C26-C27
C27-C28
C28-C29
C29-C30
C30-C32
C32-C34
C34-C36
C36-C38
C38-C40
C4 0+
• Calculated Average Molecular Weight 378

< 0.01 Vol%
< 0.01 Vol %
0.04 Vol %
0.03 Vol%
0.10 Vol%
0.25 Vol %
0.47 Vol%
0.79 Vol%
1.7 Vol%
2.5 Vol %
3.6 Vol %
3.8 Vol %
3.9 Vol%
4.3 Vol%
3.6 Vol%
3.6 Vol %
3.3 Vol%
3.2 Vol %
3.1 Vol %
3.1 Vol%
3.0 Vol%
3.1 Vol %
3.0 Vol %
3.2 Vol %
3.3 Vol %
3 .4 Vol %
7.3 Vol%
6.7 Vol %
5.5 Vol%
6.4 Vol %
5.8 Vol %
8 .1 Vol%

12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/1711 :53 / eli-b
12/0 1/1711 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/1711 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /1711 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53/eli-b
12/01 /171 1:53 / eli-b
12/01 /1711:53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/1711 :53 / eli-b
12/01/1 7 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /1711 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /1711 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/ 1711 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/0 1/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/1 711 :53 / eli-b

- The hydrocarbon profHe resem bles a weathered crude oil rich in paraffin ?""imarily in the C10 to C40 + boiling point rarge.

Report
Definitions :

RL - Analyte reporting limit.

MCL - Maximum contaminant level.

QCL - Quality control limit.

ND • Not detected at the reporting limit.

Figure 5. Hydrocarbons identified in the oil sands from Petroteq' s mine. Hydrocarbons greater
than ClO have vapor pressures lower than 0. 17 kPa.
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Table 9. The voe emissions from the various pieces of oil handing equipment used at the oil
sands extraction facility.
Stream ID

Hours of operation per year

Emission Factor TOC Weight Fraction

Equipment Count

voe emissions (kg/yr) voe emissions (tons/yr)

140
20

0.0000084
0.0025

1
1

8760
8760

10.30176
438

0.011355733
0.48281178

9
4

0.00013
0.013

1
1

8760
8760

10.2492
455.52

0.011297796
0.502124251

300
40

0.00000039
0.000011

1

8760
8760

1.02492
3.8544

0.00112978
0.004248744

50
10

0.0000075
0.00021

1
1

8760
8760

3.285
18.396

0.003621088
0.020278095

10
5

0.000032
0.0075

1
1

8760
8760

2.8032
328.5

0.003089995
0.362108835

Mix tank manway

2

0.0075

8760

131.4

0.144843534

Centrifuges

2

0.0075

8760

131.4

0.144843534

Heavy oil valves

Light oil valves

Heavy oil pumps
Light oil pumps

Heavy oil flanges
Light oil flanges

Heavy oil connectors
Light oil connectors

heavy oil tank manway
light oil tank manway

1

lrotal

1.692

voe Emissions from

Stockpiles: As stated above, over 99% of the liquid hydrocarbons in the
oil sands are e10 (Decane), or greater hydrocarbons, and 75% of the liquid hydrocarbons in the
oil sands are e20, or greater hydrocarbons (Fig. 5). Decane has a vapor pressure of 0.17 kPa @
25°c, longer chain hydrocarbons have even lower vapor pressures (Pubehem 2018). The range of
molecular weights most prominent in heavy fuel oils (e.g. , those having carbon numbers from e20
to 2::eSO), have estimated vapor pressures that range from lxI0- 8 kPa to 5x10- 20 kPa (API Institute,
2012). With such low vapor pressures, very few voes will be emitted from the small ore
stockpile that will be kept at the facility. It should be noted that the volume of oil sands exposed
at the surface along Asphalt Ridge (approximately 12 miles) far exceeds the small volume of ore
that will be kept at the facility.

voe Emissions from Post Processed Sands:

The residual hydrocarbons in the post processed
sands are primarily diesel range organics (Fig. 6). During the sand drying process, all hydrocarbon
vapors are collected and routed to the fin fan cooler (Figs. 1 and 2). After drying, the post
processed sands have a very low moisture content, indicating that there are very few liquid
hydrocarbons remaining in the post processed sands that could produce voes (Fig. 7). Please see
supplemental "Potential for voe Emissions from the Post Processed Sands" for a more
complete treatment of the potential emissions from the post processed oil sands.
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ORGANIC ANALYTICAL REPORT

American West
AN UYTICU lAOORATO . . . .

Client:

MCW Oil Sands Recovery. LLC

Project:

Sand Samples 11 / 12/15

Lab Sample ID:

151 1259-00IA

Contact :

Donald Clark

Client Sample ID: Sample #6
Collection Date:
11 /12/2015 1259h
Received Date:

11 /13/20 15 1020h

Test Code: 8260-S

VOAs Fractionation by GC/MS Method 8260C

Analytical Results
Analyzed :
Units:

11/ 13/20 15 1750h

µ g/kg

Dilution Factor: 50

Method :

SW8260C

3440 South 700 West

Salt Lake City. UT 84 l I 9

CAS
umber

Compound

7 1-43-2

Benzene

Phone:(801)263-8686
Toll Free : (888) 263-8686
Fax: (801) 263-8687

e-mail : awal@.awal-labs.com

web: www.awal-labs.com

Laboratory Director
Jose Rocha
QA Officer

Analytical
Result

IOO

< 100

C5&C6 Al iphatic hydrocarbons

1.000

< 1.000

C7&C8 Aliphatic hydrocarbons

1.000

6,140

C9&C JO Aliphatic hydrocarbons

1,000

22 ,100

1.000

8,33-0

C9&C l0 Alkyl Benzenes
Ethylbenzene

100-41-4

100

265

Naphthalene

91-20-3

IOO

< 100

Toluene

108- 8-3

TPH C6-C IO (GRO)

Kyle F. Gross

Reporting
Limit

1330-20-7

Xyknes, Total

JOO

1,110

1.000

42,000

100

4,040

- - - - - -- - - - - -CAS
- - - -Resu
--Amount
- -Spiktd
- - -%-REC
- ----Limits
Surroga1e
lt
Surr. l 1 ·Dichloroethanc~

17060-07-0

1.810

2.500

72.3

51 - 170

Surr: 4-llrnmofluoroh~nzenc

460-00-4

2.180

2.iOO

872

60-144

Surr: Dibromotluttomcthane

1868-53-7

t .860

2.~00

745

60-145

Surr. Tolu.::nc-<18

2037-26-5

2.170

2.500

86.8

50-138

Qual

Qual

Sampling and anal_\1ic:ul prrparmion perfonrrrd by mrtbr,d 503DC.
The rrpvr1i11g limit.t were raised due tu high non•turgel analyte com:t'nlrations.

11,r sample i,'as ru:efrtd with h<adspact.

Figure 6. Dry analysis (sample #1511259) of the post processed sands after processing the oil
sands using Petroteq's technology. This analysis was performed on sands that were processed by
Petroteq' s oil sands extraction facility in Maeser, Utah in 2015 . It should be noted that the more
volatile GRO hydrocarbons (C4 & C6) are non-detect and that the C7 & C8 hydrocarbons are
lower in concentration than the C9 & ClO hydrocarbons. Total gasoline range organics (GRO)
are only 42 mg/kg (ppm) in concentration.
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ORGANIC ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client:
Project:

MCW Oil Sands Recovery. LLC

Lab Sample ID:

1511 259-00 IA

Contact: Donald Clark

Sand Samples 11 /12/ l 5

Client Sample ID: Sample #6

American West Collection Date:

••Hn ,cu .. ao,.ro•, ..

Received Date:

11/ 12/2015 1259h
Test Code: 80 15-S-TPH-3546

11 /13/20 15 1020h

TPH-DRO (CIO-C28) by Method 8015D Mod/3546

Analytical Results
Analyzed :
Units:

l l/14120 15 1441h

Extracted:

11 / 13/201 5 1527

Dilution Factor:

mg/kg

Method:

I

3440 South 700 West
SaltLakeCity,UT 84119

Phonc:(801)263-8686
Toll Free: (888) 263-8686

CAS
Number

Reporting

Limit

Analytical
Result

68476-34-6

19.9

1.120

Compound
Diesel Range Organics (DRO ) (C IO-C28)
Surrogate
Surr: 4-Bromofluorolx'tlZene

S W80 15D

CAS

Resu lt

Amount Spiked

ll, REC

Limits

460-00-4

20.9

33.19

63. 1

I0-122

Qual

Qu:11

fax : (80 1) 263-8687

Figure 6 continued - sample # 1511259. The ORO concentrations are higher than the GRO, but it
should be remembered that the OROs have extremely low vapor pressures, so have a much lower
potential to produce voes than GRO compounds.

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client:

MCW Oil Sands Recovery. LLC

Project:

Sand Samples 11/12/15

Lab Sample ID:

15 11 256-00 IA

Contact:

Donald Clark

American West Client Sample ID: Sample #3
••un«u .. . o.. ,o"'" Colleciion Date:
11 / 12/2015 1248h
Received Date:

11/13/2015 1020h

Test Code: 8015-S-TPH-3546

TPH-DRO (C IO-C28) by Method 80 l 5D Mod/3546

Analytical Results
Analyzed:
Units :

11/ 14/20 15 1339h

mg/kg

Extracted:

11 /13/20 15 1527

Dilution Factor:

I

Method:

SW80 15D

3440 South 700 West

Salt Lake City, UT 841 l 9

Diesel Range Organics (DRO) (C l0-C28)
Phone: (801) 263-8686
Toll Free: (888) 263-8686

CAS
Number

Reporting
Limit

Analytical
Result

68476-34-6

20 .0

272

Compound

S urmgate
Surr. 4- Bromofluorobenzmc

CAS

R4!Sult

Amount Spiked

% REC

Limits

460-00-4

103

33 .25

31.0

10- 122

Qual

Qual

Fax: (801) 263-8687
e-ma il: awal~awal-lubs.com

web : www.awal-labs.com

Figure 6 continued - sample # 1511256. The DRO concentrations in this sample are much lower

than the ORO concentrations from sample #1511259. Please see supplemental "Potential for voe
Emissions from the Post Processed Sands" for a full explanation for this difference.
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ORGANIC ANALYTICAL REPORT

American West
••«n«" .. ,o .. ,o.,cs

Client:
Project:

Sand Samples 11/ 12/ 15

Lab Sample ID:

15 1 1256-00 I A

MCW O il Sa nds Recovery, LLC

Contact:

Donald C lark

Client Sample lD : Sa mple #3
Collection Date: 11/12/20 15 1248h
Received Date:

11/13/20 15 !020h

Test Code: 8260-S

VOAs Fractionation by GC/MS Method 8260C

Analytical Results
Ana lyzed :
Units:

11 /13/20 15 17 !Oh

µ g/kg

Dilution Factor:

Method:

50

S W8260C

3440 South 700 West
Salt Lake City, UT 8411 CJ

Phone: ( 80 I) 263-8686
Toll Free: (888) 263-8686
Fax: (80 I) 263-8687
e-mail: awal@awal-labs.com

web : www.awal-labs.com

CAS
Compound

Number

Benzene

71-43-2

Reporting
Limit
100

< 100

C5&C6 Aliphatic hyd rocarbons

1,000

< 1,000

C7&C8 Aliphatic hydrocarbons

1.000

1,120

C9&CJO Aliphatic hydrocarbo ns

1,000

1,330

C9&CI O Alkyl Benzenes

1,000

6,490

Ethy lbenzene

100-4 1-4

100

< 100

Na phthalene

91-20-3

100

< 100

To luene

!08-88-3

100

257

1,000

9.340

100

153

T PH C6-C JO (GRO)
Kyk

F. Gross

Laboratory Director

QA Officer

1330-20-7

Xylenes . T o tal
CAS

Result

17060-07 -0

1.740

Surr: 4· Bromo/luorobenzcni.:

4t,0--0(J.4

2.040

Surr: Dibromolluoromc1hunc

1868-53-7

1$IO

Surr: Tolucne-<18

20:17-26-5

1,970

Surroga te

% REC

Limits

69.7

51 - 170

2.500

81.5

60-1 44

2.500

72.4

60-145

2 .500

78.9

50-138

Amount Spiked

---------------------------2.500
Surr: l l ·Dit.:hlorocthanc -d4

Jose Rocha

Analytical
Result

Qual

Q ual

Sampling and analytirnl prtpararfo,1 performed by method 5030C.

Tite rt'porting limits 11'ere rail·c-d due W high non•wrge, flnalyt< cm1ut1tra1ions.

The S11mple wos rt'ceived with lieadspaa.

Figure 6 continued - sample # 1511259. The GRO concentrations are much lower than the GRO
concentrations from sample # 1511256. Please see supplemental " Potential for VOC Emissions
from the Post Processed Sands" for a full explanation fo r this diffe rence.
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INORGANIC ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client:

MCW Oil Sands Recovery. LLC

Proj ect:

March Tests

Lab Sample ID:

1603427-00 1

Contact:

Kevin R Brewer

American West Client Sample fD : #3
ANAt.Yt •c •L l••o111 ... ,o,.lf•

Collection Date:

3/20/2016

Received Date:

3/2 1/2016

1225h

Analytical Results

J4-l0 South 700 Wc ·t

Salt Lake City, UT 84 119

Compound
Percent Moisture

Units
wt%

Date
Prepared

Da te

Method

Used

Reporti ng
Limit

Analytical

Analyzed
.1121/3.)16 2035h

SM2540B

0 .0100

0.0484

- - ---·--------· -~-----·····-------------·

Result

Qual

Phone: (80 1) 263-8686

Toll Free: (888! 263-8686
Fax: (80 1) 263 -8687
e-mail: awalic{awal-1:ibs.com

Figure 7: The moisture content of the post processed sands is typically very low. Moisture content
in this analysis was only 0.0484%. This analysis was performed on sands that were processed by
Petroteq' s oil sands extraction facility in Maeser, Utah in 2015. Low moisture content indicates
that there are few liquid hydrocarbons available to produce any voes.

Total emissions from all sources: The estimated amount of voe emissions leaking from all the
equipment is approximately 1.69 tons per year. If the 484 pounds (0.242 tons) of non-combusted
voes that are emitted from the tank farm are added to the emissions leaking from all oil handling
equipment, the total estimated amount of voe emissions is 1.93 tons per year. It should be noted
that all the valves, flange s and most of the pumps are new, so these values may be conservative.
Table 10. Sum of all emissions from all sources listed above and on the supplemental work on the
oo ten fl
,a em1ss1ons from pos t processe d san d s.
Source
NOx
voe
co
S02
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
tons/year
tons/year
tons/year
tons/year
Propane
0.02
2.16
3.74
Burner
o.47(l)
O. J0(1l
0.24
Tank Farm/
n/a
eombustor
1.69
Leaking
n/a
n/a
n/a
Equipment
1.74(2)
Post Processed
n/a
n/a
n/a
Sands
Total
0.02
2.63
3.84
3.67

(1) High estimate (2) Avg. estimate
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Figure 8. Supplemental flow diagram showing Petroteq ' s oil sands extraction process.
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Introduction, EPA definitions: The EPA subdivides VOCs based upon the degree that the
compounds volatize at 25 °c;:: (EPA, 2015). Their subdivision is as follows ...
Very Volatile Organic Compounds (VVOCs) have vapor pressures greater than 15 kPa at 25°c
and boiling points typically below 30°c.
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) have vapor pressures greater than 10-2 kPa at 25°c and
boiling points that usually range between 30 oC and 180 °c.
Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds have vapor pressures greater than 10-2 to 10-8 kPa at 25°c and
boiling points typically 180 oC to 350 °c.
The EPA (VOC Emissions Report to Congress, March 1995) categorized certain VOCs as "not
reportable" if the VOCs 1) were solids; 2) had a vapor pressures less than 0.1 mm Hg @ 20°c
(1.316 x 10-4 atm.), or 3) had more than 12 carbon atoms.
Using the classification system of the EPA, aliphatic hydrocarbons below decane (Cl 0) would be
considered VOCs, whereas aliphatic hydrocarbons above and including undecane (Cl I) would
be considered semi-volatile compounds (Table 1). Using the classification system of the EPA,
the components of the light hydrocarbon solvent used by Petroteq are classified as VOCs
whereas the heavy oils naturally found in the oil sands are classified as semi-volatile compounds.
The majority of the heavy oils in the oil sands, 90%, are CI5 and higher, 50% are C28 and
higher (Table 2).

Vapor pressure temperature correction: It is important to note that the reference temperature
for vapor pressure is 25°c, but the temperature in Vernal, Utah deviates substantially lower than
this (Tables 1 and 3). As the temperature drops, the vapor pressures will decrease as well (Table
4).
The Clausius-Clapeyron equation is used to adjust the vapor pressures for the different
temperatures.
ln(P1/P2)

= (AHvap/R)((l/T 2) - (1/T 1))

2

Where
•
•
•
•
•
•

AHvap -The enthalpy of vaporization. Nonane = 46,400 J/mole;
R - The real gas constant, or 8.314 J/(K x Mol).
T 1 - The reference temperature for the vapor pressure (25°c - 298.15°K)
T 2 - The temperature for the adjusted vapor pressure
P 1 - The vapor pressures at the reference temperatures, Tl
P2 - The vapor pressures at the new temperatures, T2

As an example, the temperature adjusted vapor pressure for nonane (C9) is a full order of
magnitude lower during the winter months than it is at the reference temperature of 25°c (Table
4). The low average temperatures at Vernal, Utah will substantially lower the vapor pressures
and potential emissions of all the residual hydrocarbons in the post processed sands, thus
lowering their emissions potential.
Table 1. Boiling points and vapor pressures @ 25°c for gasoline range organics (GRO - C6 to
ClO) and diesel range organics (DRO - ClO to C28). ClO and lower hydrocarbon compounds
are considered volatile organic compounds (VOC) by the epa due to their higher vapor pressures,
Cl 1 and higher compounds are considered semi-volatile compounds by the epa, due to their
lower vapor pressures.
Aliphatic
Hydrocarbons

Name

Boiling
Point 0 c

Vapor
Pressure (atm.)

Vapor
Density
air= 1

Molecular
Weight
g/mol

cs

Pentane

36

0.6763

2.48

72.151

C6

Hexane

69

0.2013

2.97

86.18

C7

Heptane

98

0.0526

3.45

100.21

C8

Octane

125

0.0186

3.86

114.23

C9

Ndnane

151

5.855 xl0-3

4.41

128.2

ClO

Decane

174

1.887

X

10-3

4.9

142.29

Cl 1

Undecane

196

5.421

X

10-4

5.4

156.31

C12

Dodecane

216

1.776 X 10-4

5.96

170.34

C13

Tridecane

234

4.934

C14

Tetradecane

253 to 257

C15

Pentadecane

270

6.473

C16

Hexadecane

287

1.960 X 10-6

7.8

226.41

C17

Heptadecane

301.9

10-7

8.3

240.48

X

10-5

1.974 X 10-5

3.001

X

X

184.4
6.83

10-6

198.39
212.42

3

C18

Octadecane

317

4.487x 10-7

C19

Nonadecane

330

6.447 X 10-8

C20

Icosane

343.1

2.139

X

10-8

8.7

254.5
268.529

9.75

282.54

Source: https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

Table 2. Hydrocarbons identified in Petroteq's oil sands. The majority of these hydrocarbons
would be classified as Semi-Volatile Compounds by the epa (Table 1). The negligible quantities
of lower boiling point, higher vapor pressure compounds indicates that volatiles from these
compounds will not be released to the atmosphere in any detectable amounts.
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Prepared by Casper, WY Branch

Client:
Project:
Lab ID:

Report Date:
Collecti on Date:
DateReceived :
Matrix :

P etroteg Energy Inc
Temple Mount
C17110646-001

C l ient Sample ID : TME Raw Ore Sample
--·---- ·-----

·--·-·-

11 /20/17
Oil

-------· - -----·

------- ·------ --·- ·-·-------

Result Units

Analyses

12107/17
Not Provided

Qualifiers

RL

MCU
QCL Method

An alysis Date/ By

HEMPEL DISTILLATION
Reduced Crude, Volume
Loss. Volume

88 .9 %
1.1 %

0.1
0.1

0285
0285

12/02/17 07:1 5 / eli-g
12/02/17 07: 15 / eli-g

0.530 wt%

0.010

0 1552

12/01 /1712: 14 / .eli-b

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

SimOist
SimOist
SimOist
SimDist
SimOist
SimOist
SimOist
Sim Oist
SimDist
SimDist
SimOist
SimDist
Sim Dist
SimOist
Sim Oist
Sim Dist
Sim Oist
SimOist
SimDist
SimOist
SimOisl
Sim Oist
Sim Dist
SimOist
SimOist
SimOist
Sim Oist
SimDist
SimOist
SimOisl
SimOist
SimOist

12/01/1 7 11 :53 I eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 I eli-b
12/01/17 11:53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11:53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/0 1/17 11:53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11:53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /1711 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 / 17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/ 171 1:53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11:53 / eli-b
12/01 / 17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/0 1/ 1711: 53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01 /17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/ 17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/ 17 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/1 7 11 :53 / eli-b
12/01/17 11 : 53 / eli-b
12/01/ 17 11 :53 / eli-b

SULFUR IN OILS
Sulfur, Total

HYDROCARBON ID, SIMULAT ED DISTILLATION
C1-C5
C5-C6
C6-C7
C7-C8
C8-C9
C9-C10
C10-C11
C11 -C12
C12-C13
C13-C14
C14-C 15
C15-C16
C16-C17
C17-C18
C18-C19
C19-C20
C20-C21
C21-C22
C22-C23
C23-C24
C24-C25
C25-C26
C26-C27
C27-C28
C28-C29
C29-C30
C30-C32
C32-C34
C34-C36
C36-C38
C38-C40
C40+

<0.01
< 0.01
0. 04
0.03
0. 10
0.25
0.47
0.79
1.7
2.5
3 .6
3.8
3.9
4 .3
3.6
3 .6
3.3
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.2
3.3
3.4
7.3
6.7
5.5
6.4
5.8
8.1

Vol%
Vol %
Vol %
Vol%
Vol%
Vol %
Vol%
Vol%
Vol%
Vol%
Vol%
Vol%
Vol%
Vol%
Vol %
Vol %
Vol%
Vol %
Vol %
Vol %
Vol %
Vol %
Vol %
Vol %
Vol %
Vol %
Vol%
Vol %
Vol%
Vol %
Vol%
Vol%

- Calculated Average Molecular Weight 378
~ The h}'drocarbon profile resembles a weathered crude oil rich in paraffi n primarily in the C1 0 to C40+ boiling point range.

Report

RL - Analyte reporting limit.

MCL - Maximum contaminant level.

Definitions :

QCL - Quality control limit.

ND - Not detect ed at the reporting limit.

Table 2. Continued. Volume percent of hydrocarbons by carbon number.
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Table 3. The high and low average temperatures, Celsius, for Vernal Utah.
Month!

Avera es & Records - °F I °C
Average

Average

Record

Record

Average

Average

Low

High

Low

High

Precipitation

Snow

January

-14°

-10

-38.9° (1952)

16.1 ° (2002)

0.45"

NA

February

-11 0

30

-38.9° (1989)

17.8° (1986)

0.5''

NA

March

_40

110

-24.4° (1962)

25° (2004)

0.68"

NA

April

oo

17°

-14.4° (1945)

32.8° (1947)

0.86"

NA

MM

40

23°

-11.1 ° (1948)

36.1° (2002)

1.05"

NA

June

go

29°

-3.9° (1954)

38.3° (1988)

0.66"

NA

IY1Y

12°

32°

0.6° (1928)

39.4° (2002)

0.64"

NA

August

110

31°

0° (1992)

38.9° (2000)

0.74"

NA

September

50

25°

-7.2° (1965)

36.1° (1954)

0.91"

NA

October

oo

17°

-14.4° (1971)

31.7° (1979)

1.25"

NA

November

-60

70

-26.7° (1953)

22.2° (1937)

0.57"

NA

December

-1 2°

10

-35.6° (1932)

18.3° (1995)

0.46"

NA

Date

Source: Intellicast, 2018.
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Table 4. Temperatµre adjusted vapor pressure (VP) for nonane. During the winter months, the
vapor pressure is an order of magnitude lower than the vapor pressure . at the reference
temperature of 25°c. The other hydrocarbons experience similar decreases m vapor pressure
with decrease in temperature (Table 1).
Temp Adjusted VP
VP @ 298.15°K
Average temp (K)
Month
6.17

X

10-4

269.15

7.79

X

10-4

March

276.15

1.318 X 10-3

April

281.65

1.956 X 10-3

May

286.15

2.671

X

10-3

June

295.15

4.841

X

10-3

July

294.15

4.539

X

10-3

August

294.15

4.539 X 10-3

September

288.65

3.162 X 10-3

October

281.65

1.956 X 10-3

November

273.65

1.096 X 10-3

December

266.65

6.42

January

266.15

February

5.855

X

10-3

X

10-4

Heavy oil extraction considerations: Most of the heavy oils are extracted from the oil sands
when they pass through the mixing tanks and high speed centrifuges. Increasing the residence
time in the mixing tanks and centrifuges increases the efficiency of the extraction process
resulting in fewer residual long chain hydrocarbons in the post processed sands (Figs. 1 and 2).
It should be noted that the time it takes the solvent to dissolve the heavy oils in the oil sands
increases with increasing number of carbon atoms (longer chain hydrocarbons), therefore, any
residual heavy oil in the post processed sands tend to be the longer chain hydrocarbons, which
have lower vapor pressures and potential to release vapors into the atmosphere.
Solvent recovery considerations: The post processed oil sands are placed in the sand drier
immediately after they come out of the centrifuge. The sands are dried by heating them to a
temperature of approximately 200°c, which vaporizes the majority of the light hydrocarbon
solvent (GRO) remaining in the sands (Figs. 3 and 4). The vapors are collected and routed to a
fin fan cooler, where they are condensed back to a liquid and reused. Increasing the residence
time of the post processed sands in the sand drier increases the efficiency of the drying process.
As would be expected, the lower molecular weight hydrocarbons will be more efficiently
removed during the drying process than the higher molecular weight hydrocarbons. This is why
there are non-detect levels of CS and C6 aliphatic hydrocarbons, and lower detectable levels of

7

C7 and C8 aliphatic hydrocarbons than C9 and CIO aliphatic hydrocarbons in these samples
(Figs. 3 and 4).

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client:

MCW Oil Sands Recovery, LLC

Project:

Sand Samples 11 / 12/15

Lab Sample ID:

15 11 259-00IA

Contact:

Donald Clark

American West Client Sample ID: Sample #6
••.cn ,c,c , .. oRATORlfs

Collection Date:

11/12/20 15 1259h

Received Date:

l l/ 13/2015 1020h

Test Code: 80 IS-S-TPH-3546

TPH-DRO (CIO-C28) by Method 801 5D Mod/3546

Analytical Results
Analyzed:
Units:

11/ 14/2015 144th

mg/kg

Extracted:

11/13/2015 1527

Dilution Factor:

I

Method:

SW801S D

3440 South 700 West
Sall Lake City, UT 84 11 9

Diesel Range Organics (ORO) (C IO-C28)
Phone: (80 I) 263 -8686
Toll Free : (888) 263-8686

CAS
Number

Reporting
Limit

Analytical
Result

68476-34-6

19.9

1.1 20

Compound

Surrogate

Surr: 4-Bromofluorobcnzenc

CAS

R•su lt

Amo unt Spiked

%REC

Limits

460-00-4

20.9

33 .1 9

6 3.1

10-122

Qua!

Qual

Fax: (80 I) 263 -8687

Figure I. Residual Diesel Range Organics (DRO) found in post processed sands from Petroteq's
oil sands extraction facility. It should be noted that shorter chain hydrocarbons (Cl O - C20) are
more readily extracted from the oil sands than longer chain hydrocarbons (C20 - C28), so the
1,120 mg/kg residual hydrocarbons in the post processed sands will be skewed toward the longer
chain hydrocarbons (C20 - C28). Since the longer chain hydrocarbons have lower vapor
pressures than the shorter chain hydrocarbons, the potential of the residual DRO in this sample to
volatize is very small (Table 1).
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ORGANIC ANALYTICAL REPORT
MCW Oi l Sands Recovery, LLC

Client:
Project:

Sand Samples 11/12/ 15

La b Sample ID:

l51 l256-00 1A

Contact : Donald Clark

American West Client Sample ID : Sample #3
'" " " 'e" t••o•uo., .. Collection Date: 11 / 12/20 15 1248h
Received Date:

11 /l3/20 15 1020h

Test Code: 80 15-S-TPH-3546

TPH-DRO (C 10-C28) by Method 80 15D Mod/3546

Analytical Results
Analyzed:
Units:

I l/14/20 15 1339h

mg/kg

Extracted :

1 l /13/20 15 1527
1

Dilution Factor:

Method:

SW80 I SD

3440 South 700 West
Salt Lake C ity. UT 841 19

Diesel Range Organics (DRO) (C IO-C28)
Phone:(801)263 -8686

Toll Fre~: (888) 263-8686

CAS
Number

Report ing
Limit

Analytical
Result

68476-34-6

20 .0

272

Compound

Surrogate
Suer: 4· Bromo0uorobcnze:nc

CAS

Result

Amount Spiked

% REC

LimHs

460-00-1

I03

33.25

31.0

10.1 22

Qual

Qua l

Fax: (80 I) 263-8687
e-mai l: awal@. awal-labs.com

web: www.awal-labs. com

Figure 2. Residual Diesel Range Organics (DRO) found in post processed sands from Petroteq's
oil sands extraction facility.
It should be noted that the residence time of this sample in the mix tank was longer than the
residence time of the sample in Figure 1 in the mix tank, which is why there are fewer residual
DROs in this post processed sample than in the sample in Figure 1. When operating, Petroteq
will adjust the residence time of the oil sand in the mix tanks to maximize the extraction of the
heavy oils from the oil sands. This will increase the economics of the operation as well as limit
the residual heavy oil content of the post processed sands.
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Figure 3. Residual Gasoline Range Organics (GRO) in the post processed sands from Petroteq's
oil sands extraction facility. It should be noted that the more volatile hydrocarbons (C5 - C6) are
, non-detect and that the C7 and C8 aliphatic hydrocarbons are lower in concentration (6.14
mg/kg) than the heavier C9 and CIO aliphatic hydrocarbons (22.1 mg/kg). The increase in
residual hydrocarbons with increase in the number of carbon atoms (longer chain hydrocarbons)
is due to the decrease in vapor pressure with increasing molecular weight (Table 1).
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Figure 4. Residual Gasoline Range Organics (ORO) in the post processed sands from Petroteq's
oil sands extraction facility. It should be noted that the more volatile hydrocarbons (C5 - C6) are
non-detect and that the C7 and C8 aliphatic hydrocarbons are lower in concentration (1.12
mg/kg) than the heavier C9 and ClO aliphatic hydrocarbons (6.49 mg/kg). The increase in
residual hydrocarbons with increase in the number of carbon atoms is due to the increase in the
boiling point and the decrease in vapor pressure with increasing molecular weight (Table 1).
It should be noted that the residence time of this sample in the sand drier was longer than the
residence time of the sample in Figure 1 in the sand drier. The longer residence time extracted
more hydrocarbons, so the residual hydrocarbon content of the post processed sands was lower.
When operating, Petroteq will adjust the residence time of the sand in the drier to maximize the
extraction of the light hydrocarbons from the post processed sands. This will maximize the
economics of the operation while limiting the quantity of GROs in the post processed sands.
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Estimating the potential emissions from the post processed sands: The emissions rates and
quantities of vapors expelled from the post processed sands are affected by multiple factors
including temperature, soil type and porosity, the surface area exposed to the atmosphere and the
wind speed over the post processed sands. From the point of view of material handling, these
factors are "moving numbers" which complicate the emissions estimates in the following way .. .
•

•

•

Temperature: As discussed above, the temperatures at Vernal, Utah are significantly
lower than the reference temperature for vapor pressure, so the temperature adjusted
vapor pressures will be considerably less than they are at 25°c {Table 4). This will
decrease the rate of emissions from the post processed sands.
Soil type and porosity: The post processed sands consist of fine grained sands and clays.
The finer particles will fill in the void spaces between the larger particles, reducing the
overall porosity of the material. The porosity will continually be reduced by the
increasing weight of the overlying sands as the mine fills in. Decreasing the porosity will
further decrease the rate at which vapors can travel through the post processed sands by
increasing the tortuosity (the path that the vapors have to follow as they travel through
the post processed sands).
Surface area: As the post processed sands are deposited on the mine floor, they will also
be deposited against the walls of the mine. This will decrease the surface area exposed to
the atmosphere to just the top and leading edge of the pile. This will decrease the surface
area and rate of emissions from the post processed sands. This effect will be more
pronounced as the height of the pile increases. For example ...
If you have a 100' x 100' x 1' high pile of post processed sands that are up against
the mine walls, you have only one side and the top exposed to the atmosphere.
The ratio of the exposed surface to the total volume of material is = (area top and
one side)/volume of material= 10,100/10,000 = 1.01.
If the pile is increase in height to 50' , then the ratio of the exposed surface to the
total volume of material decreases = (area top and one side)/volume of material =
15,000/500,000 = 0.03 .

•

Many of the models for determining the rate that vapors travel through soils are based on
diffusion, where vapor molecules move from areas of high vapor concentration to areas
of low vapor concentration (EPA, 1989). The steepest concentration gradient is
obviously across the soil-air interface. Therefore, the maximum flux of vapors is through
the soil at and toward this interface, allowing vapors to escape into the atmosphere. This
in tum creates a concentration gradient within the soil in the direction of the soil-air
interface. The rate of vapor emission from soils rapidly decreases with time, since the
vapors that are deeper in the soil have to migrate further through the soil to get to the soilair interface, than the vapors that were close to the interface. In the classic example of
gasoline, or diesel spills, the liquid passes downward through the soil column until it
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•

reaches an impermeable barrier, or the water table. The air in the pore spaces of the soil
above the fuel will then fill with vapors until the same equilibrium vapor concentration
throughout the soil is reached. The steep concentration gradient at the soil-air interface
then creates the flux toward the atmosphere and the vapors are pulled toward the top of
the soil. In Petroteq's case, the use of the post processed oil sands as a mine fill material
sets up a very different situation. On a daily basis, post processed sands are added to a
growing pile of material on the mine floor. As the pile gets larger, the distance between
the mine floor (first deposited post processed sands) and the interface between the post
processed sands and the air continually increases. This, combined with the decrease in
porosity due to compaction as the pile gets higher, dramatically increases the distance and
time it takes for the vapors within the pile to travel in order to cross the sand-air interface.
This in tum decreases the amount of vapors that can escape from the post processed
sands while the sands are being used as a mine fill material. Additionally, the
concentration of the residual hydrocarbons in the sands may differ slightly from one level
to the next. This sets up a scenario where, if you have a layer of post processed sands
that has higher residual hydrocarbon concentrations than the layers above and below it,
then the concentration gradient is both above and below this layer, not just upward
toward the interface between the post processed sands and the air. In this case, the flow
of some of the hydrocarbon vapors will be away from the sand-air interface.
Graham's law states that "The rate of effusion/diffusion of a gaseous substance is
inversely proportional to the square root of its molar mass" https://chem.libretexts.org/.
Roe

C~w).

The majority of the hydrocarbons found in oil sands are long chain (high

molecular weight) hydrocarbons (Table 1 and 2). Therefore, any vapors from long chain
hydrocarbons that do form will take much longer to diffuse through the post processed
sands than lower molecular weight hydrocarbons. When comparing rates of diffusion
' 1aw 1s
. wntten
.
b etween two gasses, G rah ams
-Rl
R2

= ../MW2
=·
vMWl

=

B y companng
.
th e rates o f

diffusion betweenpentane (MW - 72.151) and icosane (MW-282.54), =

72.151

=

16 81
'
8 .49

=

1.98, we can see that pentane will diffuse through a porous medium at nearly twice the
rate that icosane will. The combination of a lower amount of vapors produced (due to
low vapor pressure) combined with a lower rate of diffusion means that the potential for
emissions of significant quantitates of long change hydrocarbons into the atmosphere is
quite low while the post processed sands are being used as a mine fill material.
Petroteq plans to use the abundant clay that is at the mine site to line the floor of the mine prior
to using the post processed sands as a fill material. The permeability of the clay has been tested
7
and is less than 10- cm/sec. (Fig 5). The clay, plus a 40 mil HDPE flexible membrane liner will
be used as a final cap above the post processed sands. Encapsulating the post processed sands in
this manner will eliminate the steep concentration gradient at the former sand-air interface,
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which will prevent the hydrocarbons from escaping into the atmosphere. The impermeable clay
will also prevent residual hydrocarbons from entering the soils surrounding the mine.
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Figure 5. Permeability tests on the clay that will be used to line the floor of the mine and as part
of the cap over the post processed sands. Encapsulating the post processed sands will minimize

Concerning potential emissions of GROs:
From the sample in figure 3:

2000 tons/day oil sand ore x 300 days/year= 600,000 tons/year oil sands processed. The
weight of the bitumen/heavy oil that was extracted from the raw ore is subtracted to give
the weight of the post processed sands that will be used as a mine reclamation fill
material. Bitumen weighs -350 lbs./bbl., so -50 tons of bitumen are removed from the
original weight of the oil sands, leaving 550,000 tons of post processed sands.
550,000 tons/year x 907 .185 kg/ton = 498,951 ,750 kg/year post processed sands
42 mg/kg x 498,951,750 kg/year= 2.096 x 10 10 mg/year residual GROs
2.096 x 10 10 mg/year + 9.07185 x 10 8 mg/ton = 23.1 tons GRO/year remaining in the
post processed sands
Considering the discussions above, and the fact that Petroteq plans to begin concurrent
mine reclamation work within 6 months of full operations, there should not be time
enough for significant emissions of GRO vapors before being capped. If we assume that
10% of the GRO are emitted from the post processed sands, then 2.31 tons will be
released into the atmosphere.
23.1 tons x 0.10 = 2.31 tons GRO/year released into the atmosphere
From the sample in figure 4:

2000 tons/day oil sand ore x 300 days/year= 600,000 tons/year oil sands processed. The
weight of the bitumen/heavy oil that was extracted from the raw ore is subtracted to give
the weight of the post processed ore to be used as a mine reclamation fill material.
Bitumen weighs -350 lbs./bbl., so - 50 tons of bitumen are removed from the original
weight of the oil sands, leaving 550,000 tons of post processed sands.
550,000 tons/year x 907.185 kg/ton = 498,951 ,750 kg/year post processed sands
9.34 mg/kg x 498,951 ,750 kg/year = 4.66 x 109 mg/year residual GROs in the post
processed sands
4.66 x 109 mg/year+ 9.07185 x 108 mg/ton= 5.13 tons GRO/year remaining in the post
processed sands.
Considering the discussions above, and the fact that Petroteq plans to begin concurrent
mine reclamation work within 6 months of full operations, there should not be time
enough for significant emissions of GRO vapors before being capped. If we assume that
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10% of the GRO are emitted from the post processed sands, then 0.513 tons will be
released into the atmosphere.
5.13 tons GRO/year x 0.10 = 0.513 tons GRO/year released into the atmosphere

Concerning potential emissions of DROs:

From the sample in figure 1:
2000 tons/day oil sand ore x 300 days/year= 600,000 tons/year oil sands processed. The
weight of the bitumen/heavy oil that was extracted from the raw ore is subtracted to give
the weight of the post processed ore to be used as a mine reclamation fill material.
Bitumen weighs - 350 lbs./bbl., so - 50 tons of bitumen are removed from the original
weight of the oil sands, leaving 550,000 tons of post processed sands.
550,000 tons/year x 907.185 kg/ton = 498,951 ,750 kg/year post processed sands
1,120 mg/kg x 498,951,750 kg/year = 5.588 x 10 11 mg/year residual DROs
5.588 x 10 11 mg/year+ 9.071 85 x 108 mg/ton= 616 tons DRO/year in the post processed
sands.
If, from Table 2, we assume that the percentages of long c~ain hydrocarbons in the post
processed sands are the same as in the unprocessed ore then we have the following ...
ClO - Cl 1 = 0.47%
Cl 1 - C12 = 0.79%
C12 - C13 = 1.7%
C13 - C14 = 2.5%

x 616 tons = 2.89 tons
x 616 tons= 4.87 tons
x 616 tons= 10.47 tons
x 616 tons= 15.40 tons

Considering the discussions above, and the fact that Petroteq plans to begin concurrent
mine reclamation work within 6 months of full operations, ClO (decane) and Cll
(undecane) should be the only DRO compounds considered to have the potential to emit
any vapors before being capped. Ifwe assume that 10% of the ClO - Cl 1 and that 5% of
the Cl 1 - C12 are emitted from the post processed sands, then 0.53 tons will be released
into the atmosphere.
2.89 tons ClO-Cl 1 DRO/year x 0.10 = 0.29 tons/year
4.87 tons Cl 1-Cl2 DRO/year x 0.05 = 0.24 tons/year
From the sample in figure 2:

2000 tons/day oil sand ore x 300 days/year= 600,000 tons/year oil sands processed. The
weight of the bitumen/heavy oil that was extracted from the raw ore is subtracted to give
the weight of the post processed ore to be used as a mine reclamation fill material.
Bitumen weighs - 350 lbs./bbl., so - 50 tons of bitumen are removed from the original
weight of the oil sands, leaving 550,000 tons of post processed sands.
16
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550,000 tons/year x 907.185 kg/ton= 498,951,750 kg/year post processed sands
272 mg/kg x 498,951,750 kg/year= 1.357 x 10 11 mg/year residual DROs
11

1.357 x 10 mg/year+ 9.07185 x 108 mg/ton= 149 tons DRO/year in the post processed
sands
If, from Table 2, we assume that the percentages of long chain hydrocarbons in the post
processed sands are the same as in the unprocessed ore then we have the following ...
ClO
Cll
C12
C13

- Cl 1 = 0.47%
- C12 = 0.79%
- C13 = 1.7%
- C14 = 2.5%

x
x
x
x

149 tons= 0.70 tons
149 tons = 1.17 tons
149 tons= 2.53 tons
149 tons= 3.72 tons

Considering the discussions above, and the fact that Petroteq plans to begin concurrent
mine reclamation work within 6 months of full operations, ClO (decane) and Cl 1
(undecane) should be the only DRO compounds considered to have the potential to emit
any vapors before being capped. If we assume that 10% of the ClO - Cl 1 and that 5% of
the Cl l - C12 are emitted from the post processed sands, then 0.13 tons will be released
into the atmosphere.
0.70 tons ClO-Cl 1 DRO/year x 0.10 = 0.07 tons/year
1.17 tons Cl 1-C12 DRO/year x 0.05 = 0.06 tons/year
Petroteq is very confident that, with the addition of the new equipment and other improvements
that were made to the facility when it was relocated to the new location, the overall emissions
from the post processed sands will be closer to the low estimate, than to the average estimate,
when operations resume (Table 5).

Table 5. The low, high and average emissions estimates for the post processed sands. It should
be noted that these values were from the operations of the pilot plant in Maeser, Utah in 2015.
Since that time, Petroteq has purchased additional equipment that is expected to produce much
better results.
Source

Low Estimate
tons per year

High Estimate
tons per year

Average Estimate
tons per year

GRO VOC emissions
estimate from post processed
sands

0.51

2.31

1.41

DRO Semi VOC emissions
estimate from post processed
sands

0.13

0.53

0.33

Total VOC and Semi-VOC

0.64

2.84

1.74
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I emissions estimate

Concluding remarks: A variety of factors will contribute to minimizing the release of
hydrocarbon vapors from the post processed sands into the atmosphere. These include ...
1) The average annual temperature in Vernal, 7.85°\ is considerably lower than 25°c, the

reference temperature for the vapor pressures for the residual hydrocarbon compounds in
the post processed sands (Table 1 and 3). Lower temperatures will lower the vapor
pressures of any residual hydrocarbon compounds found in the post processed sands,
which will significantly decrease the ability of vapors to form;
2) The heavy oils naturally found in the oil sands have relatively high boiling points and
very low vapor pressures. This is the result of the millions of years that the oil sands
have been exposed to the surface of the earth, which has allowed the lighter hydrocarbons
to evaporate. The extremely low vapor pressures of these long chain hydrocarbons will
prevent the formation significant amounts of hydrocarbon vapors;
3) The continued and rapid burial of the post processed oil sands during concurrent mine
reclamation work will increase the distance that the hydrocarbon vapors have to travel
through the post processed sands before they reach the sand-atmosphere interface and
decrease the surface area relative to the volume of sands being buried. Both will decrease
the percentage of hydrocarbon vapors that are able to escape into the atmosphere. This is
especially true for longer chain (higher molecular weight) hydrocarbons due to the effect
of Graham's Law;
4) Increasing the residence time of the oil sands ore in the mixing tanks and centrifuges
will maximize the extraction of the heavy oil naturally found in the oil sands and
decrease the residual amounts found in the post processed sands;
5) Any residual DRO in the post processed sands, that were originally in the oil sands,
will be from the high range of the DROs (C20 and up). These compounds have extremely
low vapor pressures, are characterized as semi-volatile organic compounds by the EPA
and have don't have the potential to produce significant quantities of emissions.
6) Increasing the residence time of the post processed sands in the sand drier, so that
more of the extraction sol vent can be vaporized and recovered (condensed in the fin fan
coolers) in the closed loop extraction facility. Any residual GRO in the post processed
sands, that were originally in the oil sands, will be from the high range of the GR Os (C9
and C 10), which have an order of magnitude lower vapor pressure than C7 and C8, this

will decrease the potential for hydrocarbon vapors to form.
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7) The addition of upgraded equipment at the oil sands extraction facility will allow
Petroteq to maintain a high rate of oil extraction efficiency and a high rate of solvent
recovery.
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Introduction: Petroteq will use best management practices to minimize PM emissions from oil
sands mining operations, oil extraction operations, roadway surfaces, ore stockpiles and dumps.
The bitumen found in the oil sands is used as a binder for road asphalt. The adhesive property of
bitumen dramatically reduces the potential for PM emissions from oil sands (Fig. 1). Best
management practices will include, but not be limited to ...

1. Speed control in and around the mine.
2. Paving all areas immediately surrounding the processing facility with low grade oil
sands ore (native asphalt).
3. Paving haulage roads with low grade oil sands ore (native asphalt).
4. Sprinkling/watering both paved and unpaved surfaces and/or using chemical dust
suppressants.
5. Planting cover crops on the top soil and overburden dumps.

2

Figure 1. Oil sand outcrop at Petroteq's mine site. The bitumen seeping out of the oil sands is an
excellent binder which will dramatically reduces PM emissions during mining, transporting and
crushing operations.
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Figure 2.. ?il sands ou~~rop directly at the surface at the mine site minimizing the need to
remove s1gruficant quantities of overburden before oil extraction operations can begin.
Potential Sources of PM Emissions from All Operations:
Blasting: Where needed, 5-inch diameter holes will be drilled to a depth of approximately 14
feet. Holes will be drilled on an approximate 18-foot by 18-foot pattern, 324 ft 2 coverage. The
degree that blasting is needed is highly variable based upon the type of overburden and
interburden encountered, shale or sandstone, degree of consolidation (how well the particles are
cemented together) and the time of year. Well consolidated sandstone will need blasting
whereas poorly consolidated sandstone and shale will most likely not need blasting or need a
lower charge. Oil sands will need blasting in the winter, but will need significantly less blasting
in the summer, when warmer weather softens the oil sands.
Loading top soil: It is important to note that top soil in the area forms only a very thin veneer
over the bedrock, or is non-existent in this area (URS Ecological Baseline Report, 2007). Rock
outcrop accounts for approximately 35% of the area where mining will take place. The thin to
non-existent amount of top soil significantly reduces the potential for PM emissions. The thin
veneer makes it very difficult to salvage significant volumes of top soil, so much of the top soil
will be removed with the overburden and subgrade ore (Fig. 2).
Loading overburden and subgrade ore: The overburden material and subgrade oil sands ore is
mainly poorly to well consolidated sandstone and conglomerates with interbedded shale. The oil
sands were originally deposited as river channel sands and gravels, so the sandstone and
conglomerate is very coarse grained. Despite the fact that the subgrade ore (-3% weight percent
bitumen) is treated as overburden material, the adhesive properties of the bitumen will
significantly reduce the potential for PM emissions (Table 1 and Fig. 1).
Loading low grade ore: Low grade ore ranges between 3% and 4% bitumen (Table 1). This
material will be used as a paving material on roads, parking areas and work areas to reduce PM
emissions due to truck traffic and operations. The adhesive properties of the bitumen
significantly reduce the potential for PM emissions (Fig. 1).
Loading feed grade ore: Feed grade ore will range between 5% and 13% bitumen (Table 1).
This material will be transported to the oil extraction facility. The adhesive properties of the
bitumen significantly reduce the potential for PM emissions (Fig. 1).
Loading post processed sands: The post processed oil sands will be used as a mine reclamation
fill material. Bitumen weighs approximately 350 pounds per barrel. If 300,000 barrels of
bitumen are recovered from approximately 600,000 tons of oil sands on an annual basis, then
approximately 50,000 tons of bitumen will be removed from the oil sands, leaving 550,000 tons
of post processed sands.

Crushing feed grade ore: The oil sands ore will be crushed before being processed. The
adhesive properties of the bitumen significantly reduce the potential for PM emissions (Fig. 1).
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Transporting overburden to the external dumps: The external overburden dumps are
approximately 1500 feet from the open pit mine. Low grade oil sand will be used to pave the

"

road to the dumps.
Transporting feed grade ore to the facility and post processed sands back to the mine: The
distance between the mine and the extraction facility is approximately 1000 feet. This road is

paved.
Bulldozer assist work: This will mainly be for spreading overburden and subgrade ore on the
dumps and spreading the low grade ore as paving material.

Table 1. Estimated acreage to be disturbed and estimated volumes of material mined on an
annual basis to support the oil sands extraction facility. The estimated volumes of overburden
and subgrade ore will be approximately the same.
Disturbed Area
Acres
10
Topsoil
tons
6,750
yds 3
5,000
Overburden
tons
695,951
yds 3
515,519
Sub-Grade Ore (-3%)
tons
695,951
yds 3
515,519
Low Grade Ore (3-4%)
tons
363,429
242,286
yds 3
Plant Feed Ore (5% - 13%) tons
600,000
338,983
yds 3

PM Emission Estimates from Blasting and Loading Operations: Emissions factors and
equations for blasting and loading operations were taken from the EPA estimates for western
coal mining operations (Table 2). The EPA did not cite specific emissions factors, or equations
for loading overburden, or oil sands. Using the emission factor equations for loading coal would
lead to a significant over estimation in the amount of PM emissions from loading overburden,
which is mostly shale and coarse grained sandstones and conglomerates with very low silt
content. Using the emission factor equation for loading coal would also lead to a significant over
estimation in the amount of PM emissions from loading oil sands, since it does not take into
account the adhesive properties of the bitumen in the oil sands.

There are significant differences in the EPA's TSP<=30 um and <=15 um equations for
bulldozing coal versus bulldozing overburden (Table 2). These differences were necessary since
bulldozing coal produces much greater quantities of PM emissions than bulldozing overburden.
The TSP<= 30 um equation for bulldozing coal multiplies the silt content by 78.6, whereas the
equation for bulldozing overburden multiplies the silt content by 5.7 (Table 2). Similarly, the
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<= 15 um equation for bulldozing coal multiplies the silt content by 18.6, whereas the equation
for bulldozing overburden multiplies the silt content by 1.
The inverse of these two numbers, 5.7/78.6 (7.2%) and 1/18.6 (5.4%), was used as a coal
correction factor for the TSP<= 30 um and <=15 um equations for loading overburden and oil
sands (since this would make the equations for bulldozing coal and overburden equal). If a
correction factor of some kind was not used, the equations would have significantly over
estimated the volumes of PM emissions.
Blasting operations will produce approximately 22 pounds of PM-10 emissions annually and
approximately 1.3 pounds of PM-2.5 emissions annually from overburden and oil sands (Table
3).
Loading operations will produce an estimated 2,600 pounds of PM-10 emissions annually and an
estimated 361 pounds of PM-2.5 annually (Table 3). It is important to note that these values may
be high since the EPA has no loading data on oil sands and did not include loading data for
overburden in the chapter on western coal mining.

PM Emission Estimates for Bulldozing Assist Operations:
It was estimated that
approximately 25% of the overburden, soil and oil sands will need additional moving using a
bulldozer (Table 1 and 4). The production rate was estimated at 785 LCY (loose cubic yards)
per hour (Caterpillar Performance Handbook). The TSP<=30 um and <=15 um PM emissions
equations are taken from the EPA estimates from western coal mines (Table 2).

Bulldozer assist operations will produce an estimated 192 pounds of PM-10 emissions annually
and an estimated 125 pounds of PM-2.5 emissions annually, from all combined operations
(Table 3).
Table 2. PM emission factors and calculations for western coal mining operations.
Emissions By Particle Size Range (Aerodynamic Diameter)°•

TSP s30µm

Blastingr

Coal or
overburden

Truck loading

Coal

Bulldozing

Drc1gline

I

Unit~

EM ISSION
FACTOR
RATING

O.Q3

lb/blast

C_DD

0.019

lb/ton

BBCC

Scaling Factors

Emission Factor Equations
Material

Operation

s l5J1m

s l011m•

0 .000014(A)u

ND

0.52'
0 .75

I

s 2.5 Jlm!fSP'

ill

0 .119

(Ml'"

(M )°'

Coal

1M.fil'.:

18.6 (s}'-'
(M)"

0 .75

0.022

lb/hr

CCDD

Overburden

5.7 {sl' ~
(M) u

1.0 (s) '-'

0 .75

0 .105

lb/hr

BCDD

0 .0021 (d) 11

0 .0021 (d)°-7

0 .75

0.017

lb/yd'

BCDD

(M)".;

(M)"J

0 .040 (S)"

0.051 (S)'"

0 .60

0.03 1

lbNMT

CCDD

0 .72 u

ND

ND

_ th_
(acre)(hr)

C'___

Overburden

(M) u

(M )'"

Vehicle traffic'
Grading
Ac tive storage pileh

(wind erosion and
maintenance)

Coal

ND
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' Reference I, except as noted. VMT = vehicle miles trnveled . ND= no data . Quality ratings coded where "Q, X , Y. Z" are ratings for s30 µm ,
s 15 µm , s 10 Jim, and s 2.5 Jim , respectively. See also note below.
b Particulate matter less than or equal to 30 Jim in aerodynamic diameter is someti mes termed "suspendable particulate" and is often used as a
surrogate for TSP (total suspended particulate) . TSP denotes what is measured by a standard high volume sampler (see Section 13.2).
<Symbols for equations:
A= horizontal area (ft2), with blasting depth s 70 ft. Not for vertical face of a bench.
M = material moisture content (%)
s = material silt content (%)
u = wind speed (mph)
d = drop height (ft)
W = mean vehicle weight (tons)
S = mean vehicle speed (mph)
w = mean number of wheels
• Multiply the s 15-µm equation by thi s fraction to determine emissions , except as noted.
< Multiply the TSP predictive equation by th is fraction to determ ine emiss ions.
r Blasting factor taken from a reexami nation of field test data reported in Reference I. See Reference 4.
' To estimate emissions from traffic on unpaved surfaces by vehicles such as haul trucks. light-to-medium duty vehicles, or scrapers in the travel
mode , see the unpaved road emission factor equation in AP-42 Section 13.2.2.
h Coal storage pile factor taken from Reference 5. To estimate emissions on a shorter time scale (e.g .• worst-case day), see the procedure presented
in Section 13 .2.5.
' Rating applicable to mine types I, !I. and IV (see Tables 11.9-5 and 11 .9-6).

Source: EPA 42 Chapter 11, Western Surface Coal Mining
https://www3.epa.gov/ttnchiel /ap42/chl 1/final/cl l s09.pdf

Table 3. PM emissions for blasting, truck loading and bulldozing operations.
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...,

Coal Correction

§.
( I)

operation

~

I

unit
material

Emission Factor Equations

amount

TSP<= 30um

<= 15 um

Scaling Factors

total lbs.

<= 10 um <=2.5 um/TSP

units

total lbs.

total lbs.

total lbs.

<= 10 um <=2.5 um

<= 10 um

<=2.5 um

# blasts

~

Blasting

overburden
oil sands

Truck Loading

soil
overburden
subgrade oil sands
low grade oil sands
feed grade oil sa nds

(I)

260
260

0.04
0.04

0.08 n/a
0.08 n/a

0.0024 lbs./ 324 ft"2
0.0024 lbs./ 324 ft"2

11.04
11.04

0.64
0.64

142
14,592
16,213
7,620
6,742

22
2,223
2,470
1,161
834

(I)

.....

en

s·

~

8.

'§

g_

tons

epa only ha s an E.F. for coal
correction needed or PM
emissions overstated

.....

'<
0

'-+>

a
~

(I)

::i.

p,

:::,

(I)
(I)

0..

5·

oq

~

.....
.....
.....
0

0..

:::,

e:..

a
0
<

5·

oq

~

5·

oq

p,

r:::r

i::

0:

0
N

~

00

6,750
695,951
773,279
363,429
600,000

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.073

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.015

0.021
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.011

0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.001

18.1
4.9
0.7
0.7
0.3

6.1

4.6
0.9
0.1
0.1
0.0

1.90
0.51
0.07
0.07
0.03

lb./ton
lb./ton
lb./ton
lb./ton
lb./ton

hours
Bulldozing

soil
overburden
subgrade oil sands
low grade oil sands
feed grade oil sands

2
164
164
309
108

1.2

0.1
0.1
0.0

lb.hr
lb.hr
lb.hr
lb.hr
lb.hr

7
145
13
24
3

3
84
12
23
3

10
1,061
811
381
337

1
120
133
62
45

Material
Soil

Total Yards

Yards Needing Production Rate
Dozer Assist

Total Hours

5,000

1,250

785

1.59

Overburden

515,519

128,880

785

164.18

Subgrade Ore

515,519

128,880

785

164.18

Low Grade Ore

242,286

60,571

785

77.16

Feed Grade Ore

338,983

84,746

785

107.96

PM Emission Estimates from Crushing Oil Sands Ore and Ore Stock Piles: The oil sands
that Petroteq will be processing have oil contents that range between 5% and 13% (weight%, 89% avg.). As mentioned above, the adhesive properties of the heavy oil and bitumen in the oil
sands prevents the formation of excessive PM emissions during crushing operations. Crushing
oil sands is very different from crushing other types of stone, such as limestone, that are used to
make construction aggregate. Crushing limestone, and similar types of stone, can produce
excessive amounts of PM emissions, since the pore spaces of these rocks typically does not
contain any water, or the heavy oils and bitumen found in oil sands. From a material handling
point of view, keeping the oil sands from sticking to machinery is a greater problem than
excessive PM emissions.

The EPA does not have PM emission factors for crushing oil sands. The EPA does have PM
emissions factors for crushing other types of stone (EPA, 11.19 .2 Crushed Stone Processing and
Pulverized Mineral Processing) (Table 5). The single rock crushing process used by Petroteq to
crush the oil sands down to 3/4" minus would be considered tertiary crusher output by the EPA,
approximately 0.50 to 2.5 centimeters (3116th to 1 inch). The adhesive properties of the bitumen
will result in substantially lower PM emissions than those calculated by the factors in Table 5.
Therefore, an additional suppression of 80% (used for chemical dust suppression) PM
suppression be used to estimate the PM emissions from crushing (Table 5).
Using the emissions factors for controlled crushing, screening and conveyor point transfer (Table
5), the total annual emissions of PM-10 and PM-2.5 from crushing and screening operations, are
estimated to be 159 pounds and 19.6 pounds, respectively (Table 6). Due to the adhesive nature
of the bitumen, the crushed oil sands stock piles will rapidly harden back to a solid rock if left
undisturbed for any length of time. This dramatically minimizes the possibility that the ore stock
piles will be a source of PM emissions.
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Table 5. Emissions factors for crushing stone processing operations (lb./ton).
Source

Total
Emissions
Particulate Factor
matter
Rating

Total
PM-10

Emission
Factor
Rating

Total PM- Emission
2.5
Factor
Rating

Tertiary
Crushing

0.0012

E

0.00054

C

0.00010

E

Screening

0.0022

E

0.00074

C

0.000050

E

Conveyor
Transfer
Point

0.00014

E

4.6

D

1.3x10-5

E

X

10-5

PM-10 = less than 10 microns in size
PM-2.5 = less than 2.5 microns in size
The moisture content with wet suppression systems (controlled) ranged from 0.55% to 2.88 %.
Source: EPA-11.19.2 Crushed Stone Processing and Pulverized Mineral Processing Table
11.19.2-2 https://www3.epa.gov/ttnchiel /ap42/chl 1/final/cl ls1902.pdf

Table 6: Total estimated PM emissions from crushing and screening operations. It should be
noted that the estimated PM emissions were calculated using the epa's controlled emission
factors (wet suppression system ranging from 0.55 to 2.88 percent moisture content) for crushed
stone. Due to the adhesive properties of the oil sands, and the additional amount of bitumen (89% avg.) an additional 80% reduction was used to better estimate the PM emissions from
crushing the oil wet oil sands.
Operation

Tons per day

Total PM

PM-10

PM-2.5

Tertiary crushing

2000

2.4

1.08

0.2

Screening

2000

4.4

1.48

0.1

Conveyor transfer

2000

0.28

0.092

0.026

Total lbs./day

7.08

2.652

0.326

Total lbs./yr.
(300 days)
Total lbs./yr.
Correction
Factor 0.20

2,124

796

98

425

159

20
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PM Emission Estimates from Dumping Post Processed Sands: Post processed sands will
initially (approximately 6 months) be stored next to the open pit mine while the floor of the mine
is being prepared (installation of a groundwater lysimeter and impermeable clay liner) to receive
the post processed sands as a mine fill material. Once the mine floor has been fully prepared, the
post processed sands will be deposited directly on the mine floor for use as a mine fill material
immediately after they come out of the sand drier.
The quantity (lbs./tons) of particulate emissions generated by dumping the post processed sands
on the mine floor, is estimated using the following empirical expression from the EPA (AP 42
13
13.2.4
Aggregate
Handling
and
Storage
Piles
Chapter
https://www3 .epa.gov/ttnchiel/ap42/chl 3/final/c 13s0204.pdf).
(U/5)1.3
E = k(0.0032) ------------

0.304
= k(0.0032) ---------

(M/2)1-4

= k(0.0032) (2.17) = k(0.00695)

0. 14

Where:
E = emission factor (Table 7)
k = particle size multiplier (dimensionless) (Table 7)
U = mean wind speed, (miles per hour [mph])
M = material moisture content(%)
The moisture content of the post processed sands will be in the 0.05% to 0.95% range. For
purposes of emissions calculations, 0.5% moisture was used. The average wind speed in Vernal,
Utah is approximately 6.5 mph (Weather Spark, 2018). It should be remembered that the post
processed sands will be deposited on the floor of the mine as fill, so the walls of the mine will
shield the post processed sands from much of the wind. Therefore, the wind speed used in the
calculations was reduced to 2 mph.
Table 7. Aerodynamic Particle Size Multiplier (k) for particles size for post processed sands.
Particle size
< 30um
<15um
<lOum
<5um
<2.5 um
k

0.74

0.48

E

5.14x 10-J

3.33x10-J

0.35
2.43

X

10-J

0.2
1.39 X 10-J

0.053
3.68

X

10-4

Approximately 550,000 tons of post processed sands will be deposited on the floor of the mine
each year (600,000 tons of raw ore - 50,000 tons of extracted bitumen) (Table 1). The estimated
uncontrolled quantity of PM emissions for each particle size class is presented in Table 8. The
estimated controlled quantity (when using water for a 70% reduction) of PM emissions for each
particle size class is also presented in Table 8.
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Table 8. Estimated PM emissions, per particle size class, generated from dumping post
processed sands on the mine floor.
Particle size

< 30um

<15um

< lOum

<5um

<2.5 um

lbs./year
Uncontrolled

2,828

1,834

1,337

764

202

848

550

401

229

60

lbs./year
70% Controlled

PM Emission Estimates from Dumping Overburden: Overburden will be dumped and
temporarily stored in external dumps until it is used as a mine reclamation cover material.

The quantity (lbs./tons) of particulate emissions generated by dumping the overburden and
subgrade ore in the dump, is estimated using the following empirical expression from the EPA
(AP 42 Chapter 13 - 13.2.4 Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles).
(U/5)'- 3
E = k(0.0032) ------------

1.41

= k(0.0032) --------- = k(0.0032) (0.80) = k(0.00256)

(M/2)'-4

1.76

Where:
E = emission factor (Table 9)
k = particle size multiplier (dimensionless) (Table 9)
U = mean wind speed, (miles per hour [mph])
M = material moisture content(%)
The moisture content of the overburden is approximately 3%.
Vernal, Utah is approximately 6.5 mph (Weather Spark, 2018).

The average wind speed in

Table 9. Aerodynamic Particle Size Multiplier (k) for particles size for overburden.
< 30um

<15um

<lOum

<5um

<2.5 um

k

0.74

0.48

0.35

0.2

0.053

E

1.89 X 10" 5

Particle size

1.23

X

10·5

8.96 X 104

5.12

X

104

1.357 X 104

Approximately 695,951 tons of overburden will be stored in the external dumps. The estimated
uncontrolled quantity of PM, for each particle size class, from dumping this material is presented
in Table 10. The estimated controlled quantity (when using water for a 70% reduction) of PM
emissions for each particle size class is also presented in Table 10.
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Table 1o. Estimated PM emissions, per particle size class, generated from dumping overburden
. th e ext ernaldumps.
m
<2.5 um
<Sum
< lOum
<15 um
<30um
Particle size
94
356
623
855
1,318
lbs./year
Uncontrolled
lbs./year
70% Controlled

395

28

107

187

256

PM Emission Estimates from Dumping Sub Grade Ore (-3% bitumen): Subgrade ore will
be dumped in the external dumps with the overburden.

The quantity (lbs./tons) of particulate emissions generated by dumping the overburden and
subgrade ore in the dump, is estimated using the following empirical expression from the EPA
(AP 42 Chapter 13 - 13 .2.4 Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles).
(U/5{3
E = k(0.0032) ------------

1.41

= k(0.0032) --------- = k(0.0032) (0.80) = k(0.00256)

(M/2)'-4

1.76

Where:
E = emission factor (Table 11)
k = particle size multiplier (dimensionless) (Table 11)
U = mean wind speed, (miles per hour [mph])
M = material moisture content(%)
The moisture content of the subgrade ore is approximately 3%.
Vernal, Utah is approximately 6.5 mph (Weather Spark, 2018).

The average wind speed in

Table 11. Aerodynamic Particle Size Multiplier (k) for particles size for subgrade ore.
<1 5 um
<lOum
<2.5 um
Particle size
<30um
<Sum
k

0.74

E

1.89 X 10-J

0.48
1.23

X

10-J

0.35
8.96

X

104

0.2
5.12

X

0.053
104

1.357 X 104

Approximately 695,951 tons of sub grade ore will be stored in the external dumps. The potential
uncontrolled quantity of PM, for each particle size class, from dumping this material is presented
in Table 12. Oil sands with 3% bitumen, although subgrade for extracting oil, still contains
approximately 0.32 barrels of bitumen per cubic yard, which is substantial from the point of view
of PM suppression. Due to the adhesive properties of the oil sands, it may be appropriate to treat
them as a controlled PM, using 80% (chemical dust suppressants) as a comparable PM
suppression value (Table 12).
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Table 12. Potential PM emissions, per particle size class, generated from dumping subgrade ore
in the external dumps.
Particle size
< 30um
< 15 um
< lOum
<Sum
<2.5 um
lbs./year
Uncontrolled

1,318

855

623

356

94

lbs./year
80% Controlled

263

171

124

71

19

PM Emissions Estimates from Dumping Low Grade Ore: Low grade ore will be dumped and
spread out as a paving material on roads, work surfaces and on the mine floor during mine
reclamation work.
The quantity (lbs./tons) of particulate emissions generated by dumping the low grade ore in
various areas, is estimated using the following empirical expression from the EPA (AP 42
Chapter 13 - 13.2.4 Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles).
(U/5) u
E = k(0.0032) ------------

1.41

= k(0.003 2) --------- = k(0.0032) (0.53) = k(0.00171)

(M/2)'-4

2.64

Where:
E = emission factor (Table 13)
k = particle size multiplier (dimensionless) (Table 13)
U = mean wind speed, (miles per hour [mph])
M = material moisture content(%)
The moisture content of the low grade ore will be approximately 4% - 5%.
speed in Vernal, Utah is approximately 6.5 mph (Weather Spark, 2018).

The average wind

Table 13 Aerodynamic Particle Size Multiplier (k) for particles size for low grade ore.
< 30um
<15um
< lOum
<Sum
<2.5 um
Particle size
k
E

0.74
1.26

X

10-J

0.48
8.21

X

10-4

0.35
5.98

X

10-4

0.2
3.4 X 10-4

0.053
9.01

X

10-:,

Approximately 363 ,429 tons of low grade ore will be used as a paving material. The potential
uncontrolled quantity of PM, for each particle size class, from dumping this material is presented
in Table 14. Due to the adhesive properties of the oil sands, it may be appropriate to treat them
as a controlled PM, using 80% (chemical dust suppressants) as a comparable PM suppression
value (Table 14).
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Table 14. Potential PM emissions, per particle size class, generated from dumping low grade ore
as a paving material or for other uses
<2.5 um
<Sum
<lOum
<15um
< 30um
Particle size
lbs./year
Uncontrolled
lbs./year
80% Controlled

459

298

217

123

32

92

60

43

24

6.4

PM Emissions Estimates from Dumping Feed Grade Ore: Feed grade ore will be dumped
and immediately fed into the crusher.

The quantity (lbs./ton) of particulate emissions generated by dumping the feed grade ore, is
estimated using the following empirical expression from the EPA (AP 42 Chapter 13 - 13 .2.4
Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles).
(U/5) 1.3
E = k(0.0032) ------------

1.41

= k(0.0032) --------- = k(0.0032) (0.17) = k(0.00055)

(M/2)1-4

8.21

Where:
E = emission factor (Table 15)
k = particle size multiplier (dimensionless) (Table 15)
U = mean wind speed, (miles per hour [mph])
M = material moisture content (%)
The moisture content of the feed grade ore will be approximately 9%.
in Vernal, Utah is approximately 6.5 mph (Weather Spark, 2018).

The average wind speed

Table 15. Aerodynamic Particle Size Multiplier (k) for particles size for feed grade ore.
<2.5 um
<1 5 um
< lOum
<Sum
Particle size
< 30um
k

0.74

0.48

E

4.07x 104

2.64 X 104

0.35
1.93

X

104

0.2
1.1

X

104

0.053
2.92

X

10-)

Approximately 600,000 tons of feed grade ore will be processed. The estimated uncontrolled
quantity of PM, for each particle size class, from dumping this material is presented in Table 16.
Due to the adhesive properties of the oil sands, it may be appropriate to treat them as a controlled
PM, using 80% (chemical dust suppressants) as a comparable PM suppression value (Table 16).
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Table 16. Potential PM emissions, per particle size class, generated from dumping feed grade
ore at the crusher.
Particle size
< 30um
<15 um
<Sum
< lOum
<2.5 um
lbs./year
Uncontrolled

459

158

12

66

1.75

lbs./year
80% Controlled

49

32

2

1.3

0.35

PM Emission Estimates from Transporting Material on Paved Roads: Low grade oil sands
were used to pave all access roads, parking areas and work areas surrounding Petroteq's oil sands
extraction facility in Vernal, Utah (Fig. 3). PM emissions from paved roads is significantly less
than PM emissions from unpaved roads. Truck traffic on these access roads will be low speed
and considerably lower in volume than traffic on county roads. Personnel working at the facility
will travel to, park, then leave the facil ity when their shift is over.
PM emission estimates were taken from EPA 42, Chapter 13 .2.1, Paved Roads ...

Eext

= [k(sL)"0.91 x (W)"l.02] x (1 -

(:N))

where
Eext = annual or other long-term average emission factor in the same units as k,
k = particle size multiplier for particle size range and units of interest
sL = road surface silt loading (grams per square meter) (g/m2)
W = average weight (tons) of the vehicles traveling the road
P = number of "wet" days with at least 0.254 mm (0.01 in) of precipitation during the
averaging period, and
N = number of days in the averaging period (e.g. , 365 for annual, 91 for seasonal,
30 for monthly).
The miles traveled was based on using a Cat 777 dump truck (177 tons GVW) with a capacity of
66.85 LCY (Table 17). PM emission may vary if other equipment is used.
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Table 17. Total estimated volume and miles traveled transporting material.
3

Material and Destination

Volume transported (yds )

Round trip in miles

Subgrade ore and overburden to the
dumps

1,03 1,038

8,763

Feed grade ore to the process facility
and post processed ore back to the
mine for concurrent mine
reclamation work

338,983

1,921

Top Soil to the Storage Area

5,000

28

Low Grade Ore to Paving Areas

242,286

686

Total

1,617,307

11,399

Table 18. Estimated PM emissions from miles traveled on paved internal roadways.

k(lbNMT)

sL

w

p

N

E (lbs.)

PM2.5

0.00054

70

177.5

90

365

5

PM 10

0.0022

70

177.5

90

365

19

PM 15

0.0027

70

177.5

90

365

24

PM30

0.011

70

177.5

90

365

97

Particle Size

Source: EPA Table 13.2.1-1
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PET,'?OTEO
Figure 3. Aerial photo of Petroteq's oil sands extraction facility under construction. Note that
all roads, work areas (pads) are paved with native oil sands to control PM emissions and to act as
an impermeable barrier between the work areas and the soils/bedrock below.
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Table 19. Sum of potential PM-10 and PM-2.5 emissions from all sources listed above. It is
important to note that the estimated values for loading may be high since the EPA has no loading
data on oil sands and did not include loading data for overburden in the chapter on western coal
mining. The values were extrapolated from differences in the emission factor equations the EPA
used for coal and overburden bulldozing.
Operation

<10 um (lb./yr.)

<2.5 um (lb./yr.)

Blasting

22

1.27

Loading

2,600

361

Bulldozing

192

125

Crushing

159

20

Dumping

757

114

Road Travel

19

5

Total

3,749

526

19

,

'

.

References:
Bishop and Tripp, 1993, Overview of Tar Sands of Utah
Caterpillar Performance Handbook Edition 29.
EPA 42, Aggregated handling, https://www3 .epa.gov/ttnchie l /ap42/chl 3/final/c l 3s0204.pdf
EPA 42, Paved roads, https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/chief/old/ap4?/ch13/s0?1/draft/d13s020 1.pdf
EPA 42, Rock crushing, https://www3.epa.gov/ttnchiel/ap42/chl 1/final/cl lsl 902.pdf
EPA 42, Western Coal Mining, https://www3.epa.gov/ttnchiel/ap42/chl I/final/cl I s09.pdf
URS Ecological Baseline Report, Asphalt Ridge #1 Mine, Vernal Utah
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State of Utah Mail - DAQ Change of Name form attached

Tim Dejulis <tdejulis@utah.gov>

DAQ Change of Name form attached
1 message

donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To: tim dejulis <tdejulis@utah.gov>

Wed , Aug 8, 2018 at 10:19 AM

Hi Tim
As requested, I've attached the Company Name Change form to this e-mail (to Petroteq Oil Recovery from MCW
Energy Group).
Please note the address has changed as well.
Petroteq Oil Recovery
15165 Ventura Blvd. Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
The Land Owner is Asphalt Ridge Inc., Sam Arentz - President
Thanks again for all your help .. .

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq .energy

~

name change 8-7-18.pdf
93K

https://mail.google .com/mail/u/O/? ui=2&ik=67721 adfe9&jsver=dKKOVr-M4GM .en .&cbl=gmail_fe _ 180802.13_p1 &view=pt&search=inbox&th = 1651 a56 ..
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State of Utah Mail - Petroteq Oil Recovery

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Petroteq Oil Recovery
2 messages
Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To: donald@petroteq.energy

Tue , Aug 14, 2018 at 3:14 PM

Donald ,
I am writing to let you know that Petroteq's oil sands extraction facility project has been transferred to me. I will be reviewing your small source exemption application
in the next couple of weeks and will let you know if I have any questions or need additional information.
Feel free to contact me in the meantime if you need anything.
Thanks,
Catherine

Catherine Wyffels , PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801 .536.4232

nAIR
,y QUALITY
Webs ite I Blog I Twitter I Facebook I Li nkedln

donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq .energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Wed, Aug 15, 20 18 at 8:23 AM

Hi Catherine
A pleasure to meet you. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq .energy
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mai I.google .com/mail/u/1 ?ik= 7f0f02c 713&view=pt&search=all&permthid =thread-a%3Ammiai-r1268727872044087816&simpl=msg-a%3As%3A- ...
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State of Utah Mail - Emission Calculation Resources

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Emission Calculation Resources
24 messages

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To: donald@petroteq.energy

Fri, Aug 31 , 2018 at 10:31 AM

Don ,
Thank you for your call this morning . Here are some emission calculations resources as some additional items/questions. Feel free to call or email if you have any
other questions.

Material Handling£ygitive Emissions
Emission factors for material crushing , conveyors , transfer points are in AP-42 Chapter 11 .19.2. I believe the emission factors in Table 11 .19-2-2 would be
appropriate for your operation . The table has emission factors for both uncontrolled and controlled emission sources. Given the characteristics of the soils you will be
processing, you could use the controlled emission factors.
https://www3.epa .gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch 11 /final/c11 s 1902.pdf

Other Fugitive Emissions Sources
Other potential sources of fugitive emissions include storage piles and haul roads. You can find emission factors for these in AP-42 Chapter 13.2.
https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch13/final/c13s0202.pdf
https://www3 .epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch 13/final/c13s0204.pdf

Leaks
You can find emission factors for equipment leaks in this EPA document:
https://www3 .epa .gov/ttnch ie 1/efdocs/equ ip lks. pdf

Combustor
Combustion emissions for the combustor should be included . Emission factors in AP-42 Chapter 13.5 can be used.
https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch 13/final/C13S05_ 02-05-18.pdf

Other Information Needed
Please provide manufacturer specs for the proposed combustor and heater.
Do you have an emergency generator?
Thank you ,

Catherine Wyffels, PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801.536.4232
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Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To: Jon Black <jlblack@utah.gov>

Fri, Aug 31 , 2018 at 10:33 AM

FYI - I chatted with Don this morning about the tar sands project and sent an email requesting additional information.

Catherine Wyffels , PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801.536.4232

Q
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[Quoted text hidden]

Jon Black <jlblack@utah.gov>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 4, 2018 at 6:32 AM

Thank you for the update.
[Quoted text hidden]

https:/lmail.google .com/mail/u/ 1?ik= 7f0f02c 713&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a% 3Ammiai-r8401800868653134607 &simpl=msg-a% 3As% 3 . . .
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State of Utah Mail - Emission Calculation Resources

10/17/2018
Jon L. Black I Manager I Major New Source Review
801 .536.4047 (office) 1801.536.4099 (fax)

Q

UTAH DEPARTMENT u!
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
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195 North 1950 West, Salt Lake City. UT 84116
Emails to and from this email address may be considered public records and thus subject to Utah GRAMA requirements.

donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>

Mon, Sep 10, 2018 at 11 :04 AM

Hi Catherine
I've updated the SSE with the information that you requested. I also added a more complete description of the technology, a flow diagram of the process and
some laboratory analyses of the hydrocarbon content of the raw ore and post process sands.
If you have any questions, please contact me .
Thanks again for your assistance.

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq .energy

-------- Original Message ------Subject: Emission Calculation Resources
From: Catheri ne Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
[Quoted text hidden J

2 attachments
~

Petroteq SSE 2018 update.pdf

12898K
~ sse-REG4 2018.pdf

880K

donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>

Fri, Sep 14, 2018 at 10:32 AM

To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
Hi Catherine
Just touching base to see if you had time to look at the additional information I sent you and if you had any questions.
Thanks in advance ...

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
https://mail .google .com/mail/u/1 ?ik=7f0f02c 713&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ammiai-r8401800868653134607 &simpl=msg-a%3As% 3 . . .
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State of Utah Mail - Emission Calculation Resources

Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604

Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq.energy

[Quoted text hidden]

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
· To: donald@petroteq.energy

Fri, Sep 14, 2018 at 10:40 AM

Hi Don,
I am so sorry I didn't reply to your previous message. I have been wrapped up in another deliverable and haven't had a chance to respond . I do appreciate you
sending me this information and will review it next week.
Thank you and have a great weekend .
Catherine

.

Catherine Wyffels, PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801.536.4232
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donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Fri, Sep 14, 2018 at 2:21 PM

Hi Catherine
Thanks in advance.
Have a great weekend as well, you DESERVE it!

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604

Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq.energy

------- Original Message ------Subject: Re : Emission Calculation Resources
From: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
(Quoted text hidden J

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To: donald@petroteq.energy

Thu , Sep 20, 2018 at 9:44 AM

Hey Don,
Your phone call worked yesterday. I've reviewed the information you provided and have some more questions:
https://mail.goog le .com/mail/u/1 ?ik= 7f0f02c 713&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ammiai-r8401800868653134607&simpl=msg-a%3As%3 ...
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10/17/2018

State of Utah Mail - Emission Calculation Resources

Post Processed Sand
Given the low moisture content from the post-process sand, we can probably anticipate PM emissions from this material. Could you please provide an estimate for
those? You should be able to find emission factors for these in AP-42 Chapter 13.2. And will you be stockpiling the sands for a while or will they be transported offsite
pretty often?
You provided some analytical data for the post-processed sand. The concentrations in these samples were 42 mg/kg of GRO and 1,120 mg/kg of ORO. If I multiply
these concentrations by your anticipated throughput of 2000 tons per day, I get quite high mass values of GRO and ORO in the stockpile material. Below are my
calculations.
GRO = 42 mg/kg x 2000 tons/day x 300 days/year x 1000 kg/ton x 1 lb/453592 mg x 1 ton/2000 lbs= 27.8 tpy
ORO= 1120 mg/kg x 2000 tons/day x 300 days/year x 1000 kg/ton x 1 lb/453592 mg x 1 ton/2000 lbs= 740.7 tpy
Even if only a fraction of this ORO/GRO evaporates, I am afraid that we are still looking at a high potential emissions. Is this right or am I missing something?
Combustor
The AP-42 emission factors for NOx and CO should be multiplied by the potential flow rate of the combustor, not the mass of VOCs that will be sent to the flare . The
mass approach works for the VOCs emissions, but the NOx and CO is based on the volume of gas sent to the flare since these are products of incomplete
combustion. Most sources don't know the exact volume of gas sent, so we often use the combustor rating for this calculation.
Thanks,
Catherine

Catherine Wyffels, PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801.536.4232
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[Quoted text hidden)

donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To : Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Fri, Sep 21, 2018 at 10:17 AM

Hi Catherine
Thank you for e-mail. I am traveling today, so will have a full response to your concerns on Monday.
Thank you again and have a great weekend .

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd .
Ste. 200
Sherman Oa ks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq.energy

------- Original Message ------Subject: Re : Emission Calculation Resources
From: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
[Quoted text hidden J

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To : donald@petroteq .energy

Fri, Sep 21 , 2018 at 10:38 AM

Thank you for the update. Have a good weekend .

Catherine Wyffels, PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801 .536.4232
https://mail.google .com/mail/u/1 ?ik= 7f0f02c 713&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ammiai-r8401800868653134607 &simpl=msg-a%3As%3 . . .
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donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Tue , Sep 25, 2018 at 2:37 PM

Hi Catherine
As per your request, I've attached the anlytical data addressing your concerns about the potential emissions from the residual hydrocarbons in the post
processed oil sands.
I'll send the answers to the combustor and potential PM emissions from the post processed sands tomorrow.
Thanks again for your assistance in this matter!

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq .energy

-------- Original Message-----Subject: Re : Emission Calculation Resources
From : Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>
IOuoted text hidden]

~

Potential for VOC emissions from post processed sands.pdf
2563K

donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>

Wed , Sep 26, 2018 at 8:45 AM

Hi Catherine
Concerning the combustor, AP-42 Table 13.5 lists the emissions factors for NOx, VOC and CO in terms of BTU . THC emissions factors were given in terms of
scf gas burned . Did I misread this?
https://www3 .epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch13/final/C 13S05_ 02-05-18 .pdf
(Quoted text hidden]

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To: donald@petroteq.energy

Wed , Sep 26, 2018 at 2:12 PM

I recommend you use the following conversion factor: 1200 BTU/scf.
I mentioned 1020 BTU/scf factor for natural gas during our phone call, but after looking at some other permit application we've received for oi l and gas sites with
tanks controlled by combustor, we may need to use a slightly higher heating value.
Thanks ,

'
.
,
.
Q

Catherine Wyffels , PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phon e: 801 .536.4232
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IQuoted text hidden]

donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq .energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Thu , Sep 27, 2018 at 2:10 PM

Hi Catherine
Please see attached. I recalculated the CO and NOx combustor/flare emissions using the 1200 BTU/scf conversion that you suggested. I also left in the CO
and NOx emissions calculations that I did using the mass of VOCs produced by the tank farm and sent to the combustor. I did this as a comparison for using
two different methodologies. In the final sum from all sources, I used the higher emission estimates, your methodology, to be conservative. I also added the
potential PM emissions for dumping the post processed sands on the mine floor.
Were you happy with the potential emission estimates from the post processed sands?
Thanks again for all your help.

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq .energy

------- Original Message ------Subject: Re : Emission Calculation Resources
From : Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>
[Quoted text hidden]

2 attachments
~

revised work sheet 2018 .pdf
13958K

~

sse-REG4 2018.pdf
1055K

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To: donald@petroteq.energy

Thu , Sep 27, 2018 at 2:26 PM

Hi Don,
Thank you so much for sending me this information , I will take a look.
I do have one more question. We haven't talked much about the mining part of your process, such a removing overburden material, truck loading , wind erosion from
disturbed areas, etc. I am assuming that Petroteq will be doing the mining, correct? If so, there should be some fu gitive emissions from these activities. AP-42
Chapter 11.9 has emission factors for surface coal mining, which may be our best option. Could you take a look and see if you think these are appropriate for your
operations? https://www3. epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch1 1/final/c11 s09.pdf
I appreciate your patience as I become familiar with your process and in answering all my questions.
Thanks ,
Catherine

Catherine Wyffels, PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801.536 .4232
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donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>

Fri , Sep 28, 2018 at 8:45 AM

To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
Hi Catherine
I'll do the calculations during the weekend and have it to you first thing Monday morning.
Have a great weedend and thanks again for all your help.

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste . 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604

Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq.energy

-------- Original Message -----Subject: Re: Emission Calculation Resources
From : Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>
!Quoted text hidden]

donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Mon, Oct 1, 2018 at 9:52 AM

Hi Catherine
Still working on the mining emissions. Parts of Chapter 11 .9 are applicable toward our operations , but since coal is much more dust prone than the oil sands,
the emissions factor equations for coal will seriously over estimate the PMs. I'm looking through the literature to see if there is a better way to calculate the PMs
from the oil sands.
How does everything else I sent you look?
)Quoted text hidden]

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To : donald@petroteq.energy

Mon, Oct 1, 2018 at 3:02 PM

Don,
I understand that using the coal emission factors may be overestimating your emissions. If it helps, these are the typical control efficiencies we use for fugitive dust
sources: 70% for watering only, 80% for chemical dust suppression, 85% for chemical dust suppression and watering . Chemical dust suppressants are usually
calcium chloride or magnesium chloride applied to haul roads , but given the properties of the tar sands, it may be appropriate to use a control efficiency for chemical
dust suppressant. Are the tar sands right at the surface or do you have to remove a layer of overburden material to reach the tar sands? The reason why I ask is that
you may need to use a different control efficiency for the overburden material.
Everything else looks good. The only question I have is about your assumption of percentage of vapors released of 2.13% and 0.19% for GRO and ORO,
respectively. This is for a closed system presumably to account for the clay cap that would be installed over the post-processing sands. To estimate these
percentages you divided the vapor pressure of each component by 1 aim. I am not familiar with this approach to estimate a percentage to be emitted. Could you
provide some additional justification for estimating these percentages? Is this something you did in absence of a more established method or is this based on an
equation? I agree that emissions from these storage piles will likely be insignificant with the clay cap, but I just want to make sure I understand the assumption .
Thanks,
Catherine

Catherine Wyffels, PE

I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source

Phone: 801 .536.4232
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Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To : donald@petroteq.energy

Wed, Oct 3, 2018 at 9:39 AM

Hi Don,
Another question, I was talking to Mark Novak and he mentioned that you will not be installing the clay caps until the end of the project, so the sand will be
uncovered for a few years. I didn't understand the timing for this from our previous conversations. Additionally, your DWQ construction permit requires a gas
venting:
"Reclamation Cap. An evapotranspiration cap will be placed over the processed sands during mine reclamation. This cap is designed with various layers including

a gas vent layer, an hydraulic barrier layer with a maximum hydraulic conductivity of 1x10-7 cm/sec, a 40 mil HOPE flexible membrane liner, and a vegetative soil
layer. The gas vent lay_er will have horizontal perforated pipe placed into the aggregate that will collect any volatile hydrocarbons and conduct that to a vertical pipe
that carries the gas through the other layers for venting of the waste sands."

Given the timing for covering the sands and the gas venting requirement, I am not sure we can make the assumption of a closed system .
Please let me know if I am misunderstanding this.
Than ks,
Catherine

Catherine Wyffels, PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801.536.4232
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donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq .energy>
To : Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>

Wed, Oct 3, 2018 at 12:01 PM

Hi Catherine
The reclamation process will be concurrent with mining activities. Mining will progress from SE to NW. The post processed sands will be used to fill in the
mined out areas as mining progresses to the NW.
As the post processed sands fill get close to the pre-mined surface, they will be capped. DWQ requested the gas vent layer to prevent a build up of residual
volatiles .
Do you have time for a call this afternoon to discuss?

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd .
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604

Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq .energy

------- Origi nal Message ------Subject: Re: Emission Calculation Resou rces
From: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
[Quoted text hidden]

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To: donald@petroteq .energy

Wed , Oct 3, 2018 at 12:12 PM

Hi Don,
Thank you for your response. I have meetings all afternoon . I will be available to ta lk today after 4 or tomorrow morning .

https://mai 1.google .com/mail/u/1 ?ik= 7f0f02c 713& view=pt&search=all&permthid =thread-a%3Ammiai-r8401800868653134607 &simpl=msg-a %3As% 3 . . .
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Thanks ,
Catherine

Catherine Wyffels , PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801.536.4232
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donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Wed , Oct 3, 2018 at 12:39 PM

Hi Catherine
Tomorrow morning is better for me. What time is good for you?

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq.energy

-------- Original Message -------Subject: Re: Emission Calculation Resources
From : Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>
(Quoted text hidden]

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>
To: donald@petroteq .energy

Wed, Oct 3, 2018 at 12:41 PM

Anytime between 9:00 AM and 12:00 PM MST works for me. I should be at my desk in the morning.

Catherine Wyffels , PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801 .536.4232
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donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq .energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Wed , Oct 3, 2018 at 12:47 PM

Great
Until tomorrow then ...

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
https://mai l.google .com/mail/u/1 ?ik= 7f0f02c 713&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ammiai-r8401800868653134607 &simpl=msg-a%3As% 3. . .
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Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy

http://www.petroteq.energy

-------- Original Message ------Subject: Re: Emission Calculation Resources
From : Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>
(Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1 ?ik=7f0f02c713&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ammiai-r8401800868653134607&simpl=msg-a%3As%3 . ..
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Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Updated information
2 messages
donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Tue, Oct 9, 2018 at 1:24 PM

Hi Catherine
I've attached the updated information you requested , including the PM estimates.
Hopefully it is acceptable to you as attached.
Can we speak tomorrow?

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq.energy

4 attachments
~

VOC emissions from post processed sands final.docx
2708K

~

PM emission estimates.docx
3786K

~

second revised work sheet 2018 .pdf
10828K

~

sse-REG4 2018.pdf
410K

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To : donald@petroteq.energy

Tue, Oct 9, 2018 at 1:55 PM

Thank you , Don . I will take a look.
We can speak tomorrow. I am available between 10 and 2, but I can't guarantee that I will have everything reviewed by then .
Catherine

Catherine Wyffels, PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 80 1.536.4232
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,:.. 10/17/2018

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Following Up
6 messages
Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To: donald@petroteq.energy

Thu , Oct 11 , 2018 at 9:25 AM

Hi Don,
I just wanted to let you know that I received your message yesterday. I am busy this morning, but could I give you a call this afternoon?
Thanks ,
Catherine

Catherine Wyffels, PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source

Phone: 801.536.4232
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donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq .energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>

Thu, Oct 11 , 2018 at 10:44 AM

Hi Catherine
Yes , absolutely, I'm free all afternoon

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq.energy
[Quoted text hidden]

donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>

Thu , Oct 11, 2018 at 12:54 PM

To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
Catherine
Can we do the call between 2:00 and 3:00?

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventu ra Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq.energy

hllps://mail.google .com/mail/u/ 1?ik=7f0f02c713&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-822634723168521718&simpl=msg-a% 3Ar6111054 7343 ...
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------ Original Message -----Subject: Following Up
From: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffe ls@utah.gov>
Date: Thu, October 11, 201811 :25 am
To: donald@petroteq.energy
Hi Don ,
I just wanted to let you know that I received your message yesterday. I am busy this morning, but cou ld I give you a call this afternoon?
Thanks,
Catherine
Catherine Wyffels, PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801.536.4232
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Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
To: donald@petroteq.energy

Thu , Oct 11 , 2018 at 2:25 PM

Yes, that works for me. I was just about to start reviewing your latest submittal and will be available until about 3:30.

Catherine Wyffels , PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801 .536.4232
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donald@petroteq.energy <donald@petroteq.energy>
To: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>

Thu , Oct1 1, 2018at4:01 PM

Hi Catherine
Thanks for taking some time out of your busy day to go over our application.
As requested, I've attached the spreadsheet so you can go over the calculations for Truck Loading . As we discussed on the call, the EPA does not have
Emission Factor Equations for loading oil sands, or overburden. My approach was to look at the differences in the TSP30 Emission Factor Equations for
bulldozing coal and overburden. The numerator of the coal equation is 78 .4(s) whereas the numerator of the overburden equation is 5.7(s), wheres is the silt
content. This is a huge difference based upon the fact that coal makes sign ificantly more dust than overburden. If you were to make the coal equation equal to
the overburden equation , you would multiply the coal equation by the inverse of lhese two multipliers, 5.7/78.6. I did the same thing for the <=15 equations
(multiply the coal equation by 1/18.6 to make it equal to the overburden equation).
This was how I determined the "correction value" for using the Coal Truck Loading Emission Factor Equation for estimating the PM emissions for the Loading
overburden and oil sands into trucks . If a correction factor of some ki nd was not used , the Coal Truck Load ing Equation would have significantly over estimated
the volumes of PM emissions from loading the overburd en and oi l sands.
Thanks again for all your help

Best regards,
Donald Clark, PhD
Chief Geologist
Petroteq Energy, Inc.
15165 Ventura Blvd.
Ste. 200
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91604
Mob 718-869-3763
donald@petroteq.energy
http://www.petroteq .energy

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ik=7f0f02c713&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-822634723168521718&simpl=msg-a%3Ar6111054 7343 ...
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HJ/17/2018

------- Original Message -----Subject: Re: Following Up
From: Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah.gov>
[Quoted text hidden]

~

coal copy for Catherine.xlsx

16K

Catherine Wyffels <cwyffels@utah .gov>
To: donald@petroteq .energy

Thu , Oct 11 , 2018 at4:12 PM

Thanks, I'll take a look.

-,

Catherine Wyffels , PE I Environmental Engineer I NSR Major Source
Phone: 801 .536.4232
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